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Mr. Peter Waldock,
Community Development Director
City of Faribault
208 NW 1st Avenue
Faribault, Minnesota 55021
Ms. Kymn Anderson,
Executive Director
Faribault Area Chamber of Commerce
530 Wilson Avenue
Faribault, Minnesota 55021-0434
Dear Mr. Waldock and Ms. Anderson:
We are pleased to present you with our report on the commercial market potential in the City of
Faribault. We have enjoyed completing this assignment and appreciate the opportunity to work with
you.
Overall, we believe that there are strong opportunities to grow and enhance Faribault’s commercial
situation. First, we identified substantial resident demand that is not being served by the City’s
commercial businesses, but instead is being captured by businesses in adjacent cities. We compared
the level of sales captured by local commercial businesses in Faribault to the estimated spending
generated by residents and employees in the trade area and found that a significant level of local
spending is consistently leaving the community. This implies to us that new commercial
development in Faribault, especially uses targeted at young families, empty-nesters and retirees,
could strengthen the City’s commercial position.
Our research also closely examined the pattern of commercial development in Faribault, leading us
to define six key districts. We found that each district, such as Downtown, the Lyndale Business
Loop and the Highway 60 interchange area, has unique challenges, but also distinct possibilities for
growth. We believe that building from the strengths of each district and minimizing competitive
overlap between them, will enable each area to carve out a distinct commercial position that
contributes to the community in a unique way.
We also examined the regional situation for big-box or large-format retail, and the possibilities for
Faribault. We found that adjacent cities, including Northfield/Dundas and Owatonna have moved
aggressively to capture big-box retailers in recent years, reducing the opportunities for Faribault.
However, regional opportunities still exist in several retail big-box categories, and Faribault could
seize on them by pursuing a concerted, coordinated, community-wide effort, and by likely offering
financial incentives. We identified the Highway 60 interchange area as having the strongest potential

for new big-box uses, although this will involve roadway modifications, changes in the current land
use pattern, and hard work to keep Wal-Mart.
Finally, we also examined City processes with respect to commercial development. While we found
that Faribault’s processes and staffing are generally consistent with those in other similar-size cities,
we also identified negative perceptions toward the City throughout the community, and perceived
preferential treatment toward outsiders. We believe that there are steps that City officials can take to
educate local stakeholders about the strengths of the City’s approach, and to regularly remind the
community of positive commercial changes that are taking place with City assistance.
We have enjoyed working on this important project and look forward to presenting the research
findings to local stakeholders. Please do not hesitate to call us with questions regarding the research.
Thanks again for the opportunity to work with you on this important project.
Sincerely,
Thomas G. O’Neil
Director of Market Research
Dahlgren, Shardlow and Uban

Peter Edeburn
Market Research Analyst
Dahlgren, Shardlow and Uban
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
•

DSU Research, the market research division of Dahlgren, Shardlow and Uban (DSU) was
hired by the City of Faribault and the Faribault Chamber of Commerce to complete a study
of the commercial development opportunities in the City. The commercial category includes
retail, service and office related uses.

•

Specifically, the study intended to: a) examine the health and potential of the City’s
commercial districts; b) assess demand from residents for commercial uses; c) assess the
potential for big-box (or large-format) retail; d) examine interchange development
opportunities; e) review City processes with respect to commercial development; and f)
make recommendations regarding all of the above topics.

KEY FINDINGS
•

Faribault has an “egg-shaped” commercial trade area with more geographic extent from east
to west than from north to south. Faribault’s trade area is pinched by Lakeville to the north
and Owatonna to the south.

•

Faribault’s Trade Area is growing at a rate similar to Northfield and Owatonna, its two
primary commercial competitors. The main groups growing in Faribault are young families
(seeking housing that is more affordable than in the Twin Cities) and empty-nesters (either
aging residents or new residents seeking lakefront/rural sites for retirement).

•

Faribault’s young families present strong potential to further build Faribault’s commercial
market, as they will likely raise their children in the area, creating demand for a wide variety
of goods and services, for an extended period of time.

•

According the Minnesota Workforce Center, employment in Faribault is growing at a
slower rate than in Owatonna and, certainly, Lakeville. Growing the employment base is a
sound way to attract retail and service businesses, which seek communities with strong
household and income growth.

•

Faribault has six main commercial districts, containing 85% of the City’s commercial base.
The districts are found mainly along primary arteries, plus Downtown. Each district has
unique characteristics, challenges and strengths. The districts include:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lyndale North Interchange District
Lyndale South Interchange District
Highway 60 Interchange District
Lyndale Loop District
4th Street District
Downtown
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•

Faribault’s commercial base is comprised of a wide variety of businesses, offering virtually
all categories of goods and services. However, we estimate that Faribault loses the
consumer-spending equivalent of 184,000 square feet of retail and service space to other
markets. Recapturing this lost spending would enable a 14% growth in the commercial
space supply in Faribault.

•

The issue of commercial development in Faribault also involves specific uses. Some
categories appear to be over-supplied (e.g. automotive services), while others are lacking
(restaurants). Faribault needs strategic development in specific areas to round out its base.

•

Uses lacking in Faribault fall into the main categories of general merchandise, restaurants,
clothing and accessories, hobby/special interest and personal services. Comparatively,
Faribault has fewer restaurants per household, in virtually all restaurant categories.

•

Despite some shortfalls, the Faribault commercial market can report many encouraging
signs. We noted recent investment, either through new development, redevelopment or
expansion, in every district except the Lyndale South Interchange.

•

While Northfield/Dundas and Owatonna have attracted several new big-box retailers,
opportunities still likely exist for Faribault. Big-box retailers currently not in the larger
region include Home Depot, Costco, Sam’s Club, Best Buy, Office Depot and others.
While not all of these would necessarily consider locating in Faribault, a strong outreach
program from the City could likely land an additional big-box user.

•

Our analysis of Faribault’s development process found that Faribault's system is fairly
typical compared to other communities, and the local business community may simply not
be as familiar with state-of-the-art approval processes as outsiders might be. Faribault's
process was judged as reasonable by planning professionals at DSU.

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
The following bullet points are abbreviated. Details for each recommendation start on page 75.
•

Create a unique growth plan for each of the existing, six commercial districts.

•

Don’t create new commercial districts.

•

Discourage additional freestanding commercial development; steer new development to the
existing districts.

•

Support the development of commercial uses that meet the needs of emerging populations
in Faribault. The emerging demographic groups in Faribault include family households in
the 25-34 age group and empty-nesters/retirees in the 45-64 age group.

DSU Research
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•

Focus on job growth to strengthen the existing and future commercial base.

•

Faribault’s leaders should work hard to attract new restaurants. We documented a strong
opportunity in several different restaurant categories.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LARGE-FORMAT RETAIL DEVELOPMENT
•

Move quickly toward large-format retail development. The best chance of big-box success
for Faribault will be at an interchange location, with uses/users not currently located in the
larger region.

•

Don’t try to create more than one big-box district. We recommend that Faribault
concentrate its big-box effort in the Highway 60 interchange area, rather than spread bigbox users over several districts.

•

Be prepared to work extra hard to attract big-box retailers. Currently, Faribault is somewhat
“off the radar screen” for national retailers. To overcome its disadvantage, the City will
need to work harder than other cities to attract the interest of big-box developers.

•

The City should establish an outreach program to solicit interest from big-box developers.
The City needs a well-constructed, strategic plan to actively solicit interest from potential
developers.

•

The City should be prepared to offer financial incentives to attract big-box business,
including, perhaps, land subsidies, development incentives, TIF, or other mechanisms.

•

Anecdotal evidence we uncovered in our research suggested that Wal-Mart strongly desires
to establish a Supercenter in Faribault. Losing Wal-Mart, the City’s only big-box user, from
the community would create a significant loss in tax revenues and would drive more
consumer spending out of the City. We provide the following recommendations:
o We believe that the City should first work with Wal-Mart to allow it to expand in its
current location. Allowing Wal-Mart to relocate to a new site in the City, without
another big-box user to re-occupy its current building, would be detrimental to the
neighboring West Faribo Mall and other nearby retail businesses, which benefit
greatly from Wal-Mart traffic. However, helping Wal-Mart expand most likely
involves removing the homes directly to the south of Wal-Mart, an act which has
significant financial and social costs, but one which may be the best solution from a
commercial development perspective.
o If Wal-Mart does not deem it feasible to expand on its current site, there are other
locations in Faribault, or on its developing southwestern edge, that could
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accommodate a Wal-Mart Supercenter. These sites should also be planned to offer
parcels for subsequent commercial development opportunities, in particular
additional large-format stores and ancillary commercial/retail businesses
(freestanding pad sites, strip malls, etc.).
•

Big-box development has a “multiplier” effect on the surrounding area. It drives high
traffic levels that attract other, smaller businesses. In many instances, these can be national
or well-recognized regional chain restaurants, which our research showed to be in high
demand in Faribault. In many cases, new big-box users attract at least as much ancillary
(smaller-scale) square footage as they contain themselves.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODIFYING THE CITY’S COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT APPROACH
•

Consider adding staff to improve the city’s current economic development efforts.
Additional staff could enable quicker, stronger response to development inquiries, and
increases the City’s capacity to explore new opportunities. Also, new economic
development staff sends a message to the community that the City is serious about
improving its development efforts.

•

The EDA should be as proactive as possible in seeking new opportunities. It is vital that the
EDA be out in the marketplace, actively cultivating new business.

•

The City should formalize working relationships with the Chamber of Commerce and other
organizations that pursue economic development. For example, the City and Chamber
could share the cost of funding a “champion” of commercial development for Faribault (see
next bullet point). A formalized relationship would help to bring the efforts of multiple
organizations together to create a unified vision and plan for new business cultivation,
always “moving the ball forward.”

•

Faribault needs a “champion” of commercial development. From our research, there
appears to be no particular person that people positively identify with progress on the
commercial development front. We believe that Faribault could greatly benefit from having
an energetic, proactive, expert personality to woo new commercial business to the City, and
to let local stakeholders know what the City is doing well. This could be a shared position
between the City and Chamber of Commerce, but would be decidedly “sale-oriented” in
nature, not bureaucratic.

•

The City/Chamber should start measuring the commercial health of Faribault on an annual
or semi-annual basis. Quantitative measurements to determine occupied square feet,
vacancies, sales increases, tourist visits and more, would enable the City and Chamber to
report progress in their efforts to grow the local commercial base.
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•

The City needs to communicate its commercial development efforts regularly and positively
to the community. Regular communication lets the local business community and residents
know that economic development plans are moving forward. A regular newsletter,
distributed to all residents, could be one vehicle to accomplish this.

•

The City should measure its recent performance in responding to commercial development
inquiries or projects, such as done by the City of Hutchinson. Hutchinson officials gained a
great deal of credibility by distributing a survey to all permit seekers over a period of several
years, then reporting the results. Faribault City officials may want to pursue a similar project
to let the local community know that it cares about continuous improvement, and is working
to be as responsive as possible.

We understand that the following groups have completed or are completing work related to
commercial development in Faribault: 1) Downtown Faribault Committee; 2) Beautification
Committee; 3) Image Group; 4) GROW Faribault; 5) Tool Box Task Force; and 6) Restaurant Task
Force. Given that it was beyond the scope of this study to analyze the efforts of each of these
groups, we recommend that the City and Chamber of Commerce work to consolidate the various
recommendations created by each group. Clearly, ample research has been completed on the topic
of commercial development in Faribault, and it is time for local leaders to act on the information.
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PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
The City of Faribault, including the Community Development Department and the Economic
Development Authority, and the Faribault Area Chamber of Commerce requested DSU Research to
understand and report on the commercial development potential of the city. Faribault has several
commercial districts, each with unique characteristics, strengths and weaknesses. Local officials
desire to understand the commercial potential for each district, and how the full City can realize a
stronger commercial position.
Study Goals
1. Clarify Faribault’s local commercial trade area and the extent to which regional competition
affects local commercial markets.
2. Characterize the demographic profile of the local and competing trade areas.
3. Identify distinct commercial districts within the community and recommending strategies to
strengthen each to achieve long-term commercial sustainability.
4. Characterize the regional distribution of large-format (big-box) commercial development
along the Interstate 35 corridor, commenting on Faribault’s potential to capture a share of
this growing market.
5. Review and comments on the process employed by the City of Faribault in reviewing and
approving new commercial development projects.
6. Suggest specific steps that local stakeholders can pursue to better position Faribault as a
strong commercial center.
Recent Commercial Research in Faribault
Several studies have been conducted in Faribault in recent years to examine aspects of the
community, among them the local commercial market. Economic development was viewed as a key
element in moving Faribault closer to achieving its vision as a desirable place to live and work. The
studies we reviewed include:
•
•
•
•

Faribault’s Comprehensive Plan, adopted July 8, 2003;
A Report on a Community Survey, prepared for Faribault Forward, June 24, 2004;
Business Retention and Expansion: Strategies Program, prepared by the University of Minnesota’s
Department of Applied Economics, September 2002; and
Survey results from a follow-up review of the Business Retention and Expansion research study.

Each of these studies addressed aspects of Faribault’s commercial marketplace, including local
perspective on the many issues facing the community. This study, which was conducted by DSU
Research between June and September, 2004, examines local commercial districts and regional
commercial positioning from a market perspective. It recommends strategies for the City of
Faribault and the Faribault Area Chamber of Commerce to consider that would better position the
city to respond to emerging commercial market trends
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COMMERCIAL MARKET DEMOGRAPHICS: INTRODUCTION
This section presents information regarding the demographics related to consumer spending. We
start this section by defining the Trade Area for commercial businesses in Faribault. We then
examine population and household growth patterns in the trade area, resident age distribution,
household incomes and typical household spending.
THE TRADE AREA FOR COMMERCIAL BUSINESS IN FARIBAULT
In order to define the market orientation of consumers for commercial uses in Faribault, we
reviewed transportation networks, surrounding land uses, the existing distribution of commercial
space in the surrounding communities, and the location of natural and cultural barriers.
The area from which a commercial district draws the majority of its business is known as the Trade
Area (TA). The boundary for a TA is determined by many factors, but mostly by the location of the
next closest area offering a similar complement of goods and services. Ideally, the TA for a given
commercial area has no other competitors for several miles in each direction, giving it the strong
advantage of convenience to surrounding households. In reality, travel routes and intervening land
uses (e.g. large parks with no through routes) often make one area more convenient than another
that may be closer “as the crow flies.”
The map on the opposite page shows the location of Faribault’s Commercial Trade Area in relation
to surrounding, competing trade areas. While it is nearly impossible to define hard boundaries for
trade areas, conversations we held with local businesspersons helped to shape the “rough” edges of
the local trade area. The map shows that Faribault’s TA is largely horizontal, with more geographic
reach to the east and west, rather than to the north and south. This is due primarily to the limited
amount of commercial space in the rural areas to the east and west, and the considerably higher
amount of commercial space aligned along Interstate 35 in competing cities such as Lakeville and
Owatonna.
In addition to the competition created by the commercial businesses in the nearby communities of
Northfield/Dundas, Owatonna and Lakeville, the map also shows the influence that regional trade
areas emanating from Mankato, Rochester and the Twin Cities have on the I-35 corridor
commercial market. For many large-format retailers choosing to enter a non-metropolitan area, the
local trade area is nearly always incapable of “single-handedly” supporting a new store. Thus,
increased patronage from beyond the local, to the regional, trade area is necessary for success.
The map shows that Faribault’s geographic proximity to multiple commercial centers indicates a
high level of competition for available resident spending in the region surrounding the city. The
impact that competing large-format retailers in competing communities have on Faribault is
discussed in greater depth later in this report.
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DEMOGRAPHICS RELATED TO COMMERCIAL SPENDING
The demographic indicators in this section refer to Faribault’s Trade Area and three competing trade
areas defined in the map on the preceding page (Lakeville, Northfield, and Owatonna). In each
graphic, the Faribault Trade Area numbers are printed to the right of its corresponding bar.
Population Growth Trends: 1990-2010
•

•

•

Faribault’s Trade Area contained 37,830
people in 2000. During the 1990s, the
Trade Area population increased by 14%
(4,589 people). The bulk of this growth
occurred in the City of Faribault.
Based on projected rates of growth
published by the Minnesota State
Demographer’s office, and taking into
account recent housing growth trends, we
estimate a current population of just over
39,000 in the Trade Area.
By 2010, we project the Trade Area’s
population to reach 41,500, an increase of
3,670 persons (nearly 10%) over the course
of the decade.

Population Growth Trends
Commercial Trade Areas
Faribault & Competitive Cities
1990-2010
41,500

2010

39,298

2004

Faribault
Owatonna

•

Household growth trends in the trade area
generally follow the same pattern as trade
area population growth trends. The
household growth rate in the Faribault TA
was 13% during the 1990s, an increase of
1,626 households.
When measured against the population
growth, the TA grew at a rate of 2.82
persons per household. This rate is
reflective of the type of homes built in
Faribault last decade (mostly single-family
units), and of the household types attracted
to the community (largely families with
children).

DSU Research
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Household Growth Trends: 1990-2010
•
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•

We estimate the current household count in the Faribault TA to number approximately
14,300. Over the remainder of the current decade, the trade area is expected to increase by
about 11% over the 2000 count, adding roughly 1,500 households. The vast majority of this
growth will occur in Faribault.

Employment Growth Trends: 1990-2010
In addition to trade area residents, local trade area workers are also highly likely to patronize local
businesses. While rates of spending are significantly lower for non-trade area residents who work in
the area, they do account for a significant portion of local spending.
The Minnesota Department of Employment and Economic Development (DEED) maintains and
publishes job counts at a variety of geographic levels, averaging quarterly counts to produce an
annual average for any given area. We reviewed job counts in each of the municipalities comprising
the subject trade areas (Faribault, Lakeville, Northfield, and Owatonna). For the most recent data
available, we include annual averages from 2003. Projections are based on a comparison of annual
rates of growth and projections produced for the Southeast Minnesota economic sub-region by
DEED.
•

The most notable trend in the chart to the
right is the rather tremendous increase in
the Lakeville TA job market. This area,
which reported job counts of just over
10,000 in 1990, had doubled that amount by
2003, a growth rate of nearly 1,000 new jobs
each year. Lakeville’s proximity to the everexpanding Twin Cities Metro Area better
positions it to attract both employers and
workers alike.

Employment Growth Trends
Commercial Trade Areas
Faribault & Competitive Cities
1990-2010

2010

2003

15,500

14,243

•

14,035
2000
Faribault’s TA job count, conversely, has
Lakeville
Faribault
increased steadily, but at a much lower rate
Owatonna
of 171 new jobs annually. Assuming that
12,327
1990
Northfield
job growth in the Faribault TA remains
relatively consistent with recent growth rates
0
10,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
(a slight decline from the 1990-2000 rate
No. of Workers
was noted between 2000 and 2003), the
Sources: Metropolitan Council; DEED; DSU Research
trade area would add approximately 1,465
new jobs by 2010, an annual average of 147 new jobs.

•

The Owatonna Trade Area added 4,553 new jobs in the 1990s and is on pace to add another
2,500 over the current decade. Owatonna has added a great deal of commercial space in
recent years, increasing its position as a regional center in south-central Minnesota. This
recent increase in commercial activity is attributable to a number of factors, with local
employment growth being a key selling point to new retailers.
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Age Distribution of the Population

•

The Faribault TA, like many municipalities
in Greater Minnesota, is seeing significant
portions of its resident population age into
the empty-nester and retirement years (#1,
as indicated on the chart). This group is
often referred to as the baby boom
generation, a term that implies someone
born between 1945 and 1965, a period of
high birth rates in the post-war United
States.

Age Distribution
Faribault Commercial Trade Area
2000-2010
75+
65-74

1

55-64
Age Group

As households age, their needs and spending
habits shift. We reviewed aging trends in the
Faribault Trade Area to have a more informed
understanding of the area’s commercial market
potential. The chart to the right shows the
distribution of the trade area population, by age,
at three points in time: 2000, 2004 and 2010. The
2000 figures are from the U.S. Census, the 2004
and 2010 estimates were produced by DSU
Research based on rates published by the
Minnesota State Demographer.

45-54
35-44

2
25-34
18-24

2010
2004

10-17

2000

Under 10
0

2,000

4,000
6,000
Persons

8,000

10,000

Sources: US Census; Minnesota State Demographer; DSU Research

•

In terms of commercial spending potential, this aging population will likely change the types
of goods and services demanded in the trade area. Spending in these households should
shift to more lifestyle and health categories and away from “family” categories such as
grocery items, general household supplies and value-priced clothing.

•

Conversely, the young adult category (#2 on the chart) is also growing, due in large part to
the increase in moderately priced homes at many local subdivisions. These households,
which often include one to two children, spend more on the family categories such as those
indicated above, offsetting the loss in category spending from the aging baby boomers. This
regeneration of market potential is indicative of a healthy local housing market, and indicates
potential for long-term commercial investment in the community.
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Trade Area Household Incomes
Household incomes in an area have a direct effect on commercial
market potential, as an area’s spending potential can often be a key
determining factor for new commercial development.
•

•

Est. Avg.
HH Income
(2004)

Trade Area

The box to the right shows the estimated average household
income for the selected trade areas in 2004 (DSU Research
estimate, based on incomes reported in the 2000 U.S. Census).
Of the four areas studied, Faribault reported the lowest
average household income, only slightly below Owatonna’s.
Lakeville’s and Northfield-Dundas’ average incomes are
estimated to be notably higher.

Lakeville
Northfield
Owatonna
Faribault

-

$89,542
$71,953
$59,259
$58,272

Sources: U.S. Census;
DSU Research

However, when aggregated (Table 1 below), the Faribault Trade Area’s total income ($835
million) is nearly commensurate with Owatonna’s ($860 million), and well beyond
Northfield’s ($537 million). With as many households as the Faribault and Owatonna trade
areas combined, the Lakeville TA has an aggregate household income ($2.8 billion) more
than three times the aggregate income in Faribault.
Table 1
Estimated Aggregate Retail Spending Potential
Faribault and Competing Trade Areas
2004

Trade Area
Faribault
Lakeville
Northfield
Owatonna

Est. Avg.
No. of
x
=
HH Income
Households
$58,272
$89,542
$71,953
$59,259

x
x
x
x

14,336
30,899
7,457
14,520

Aggregate
Income

Estimated
Pct. Spent on
Trade Area Retail
x
=
Local Retail
Spending Potential

= $835,387,392 x
= $2,766,758,258 x
= $536,553,521 x
= $860,440,680 x

28%
28%
28%
28%

x
x
x
x

$233,908,470
$774,692,312
$150,234,986
$240,923,390

Sources: U.S. Census; Bureau of Labor Statistics; DSU Research

•

The actual amount of income estimated to be spent on commercial goods and services is
well below this amount, or roughly 28% of the aggregate income for the area. The ensuing
section on Consumer Spending Patterns more accurately describes typical commercial spending
patterns.
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Consumer Spending Patterns
Local Consumer Spending
Table 2 shows estimated household spending patterns in the Faribault Trade Area for typical
commercial goods and services purchased at the local level1. This detailed level of data is not
available at the Trade Area level, so we use metropolitan averages to estimate the spending potential
at the local level. We believe that these figures accurately describe Trade Area household spending
patterns for commercial goods.
•

•

•

The typical Faribault household
spends roughly 28% of gross
household income ($16,071) at
the local level for retail goods
and services.2
The highest amount of local
spending is for groceries (food at
home, 5.25% of total HH
income), with an additional
3.71% of income spent on eating
out (food away from home).
Other significant expenditures
are in the Housing,
Entertainment and Health Care
categories. It should be noted
that the Housing category refers
to dollars spent on finishing and
upkeep of the home (furniture,
flooring, repair, cleaning
supplies, etc.), not on rent or
mortgage payments.

Table 2
Average Annual Expenditures and Characteristics1
Faribault Trade Area
2004
Average Household:

Trade Area
Dollars
Pct.

Income2 before taxes

$58,272

Local retail spending

$16,071

27.6%

$3,057
$2,161
$392
$1,986
$916
$841
$1,982
$2,355
$464
$159
$261
$661
$838

5.25%
3.71%
0.67%
3.41%
1.57%
1.44%
3.40%
4.04%
0.80%
0.27%
0.45%
1.13%
1.44%

3

Food at home
Food away from home
Alcoholic beverages
Housing
Apparel and services
Transportation
Health care
Entertainment
Personal care products and services
Reading
Tobacco products and smoking supplies
Gifts
Miscellaneous

100.0%

Spending patterns based on nationwide rates, per BLS 2002 survey.
Household Income estimate, per U.S. Census and DSU Research.
3
Extrapolated from total retail spending by DSU Research.
1
2

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census; DSU Research

Consumer Spending by Age Group
As indicated earlier, household spending on commercial goods and services shifts as they move
through the aging cycle. The chart on the next page shows the distribution of spending by typical
households, by age, in the Faribault Trade Area, based on spending rates produced by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics’ annual Consumer Expenditure Survey. The chart only refers to total local

Annual survey, U.S. Census and Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Households also spend a small amount of their total income out of the community in which they live while traveling or
during vacations. The numbers shown in Table 2 exclude this spending.
1
2
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commercial spending. A more detailed breakdown of spending by age and consumer category is
included in the Appendix, beginning on page 87.
Estimated Local Retail Spending
By Age of Householder
Faribault Trade Area
2004
$20,000

45%

$18,000

40%

$16,000

35%

$14,000

30%

$12,000

25%

$10,000
$8,000

20%
Local Spending

15%

Pct. of HH Income

The chart shows two
spending trends by
age: total local
commercial spending
(light blue bars), and
percentage of total
income spent on
commercial goods
and services (dark
blue line).

Local Retail Spending

•

•

$6,000
Household
Pct. Of HH Income
10%
$4,000
commercial spending
5%
$2,000
peaks in the 35-64
$0
0%
age categories,
Under 25 25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74
75 &
despite a reportedly
Over
Age of Householder
lower percentage of
Sources: U.S. Census; Bureau of Labor Statistics; DSU Research
household income.
Given the projected increases noted in the analysis of the Faribault Trade Area’s age
distribution, spending potential will likely increase in the community over the coming years.

•

Conversely, younger and older households spend a higher portion of their income on local
goods and services, albeit at a lesser dollar amount. For the Under 25 and 75 & Over age
groups, spending is often concentrated in fewer categories.

COMMERCIAL DEMOGRAPHICS: SUMMARY
The map at the beginning of this section highlighted the pressures being placed on the local
commercial market by nearby competitors and regional centers with strong drawing power. The
geography shows that Faribault’s commercial market is limited by its location: looking north and
south along the I-35 corridor, it is “too close” to the Twin Cities metro area and “too close” to the
growing Owatonna commercial center (discussed in more detail later in this report); east and west of
the community lie rural areas with extremely limited spending potential.
Overall, the Faribault Trade Area is growing at a rate similar to the two areas presenting primary
commercial competition to its market: Northfield and Owatonna. In terms of expanding spending
potential, the predominant demographic groups moving to the area appear to be young families
(seeking housing that is more affordable than in the Twin Cities) and empty-nesters, who are seeking
lakefront/rural sites to enhance their lifestyle. The young families present the most potential to
further build Faribault’s commercial market, as they will likely raise their children in the area,
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creating demand for a wide variety of goods and services, for an extended period of time. It is
essential to maintain high quality public education in Faribault to continue to attract families.
Also, according to the Minnesota Workforce Center, employment in Faribault is growing at a slower
rate than in Owatonna and, certainly, Lakeville. Growing the employment base is a sound way to
build local commercial markets. Retailers are most interested in entering captive, growing
communities that offer potential for strong household growth and sufficient incomes for spending.
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FARIBAULT COMMERCIAL SUPPLY ANALYSIS: INTRODUCTION
This section presents our analysis of the supply of commercial (retail and service) space in Faribault.
We completed a detailed field inventory, collecting information on use type, estimated store size and
location. We included service uses in our inventory, such as hair cutters, dry cleaners and photo
processing (among others), as these uses operate very much like pure retailers, selling services to
consumers rather than straight goods. Office businesses, such as banks, law firms and insurance
sales are also included. Increasingly in the marketplace, most commercial districts are actually
developed with a mix of retail, service and office businesses.
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF COMPETITIVE SPACE IN THE TRADE AREA
We divided Faribault’s commercial businesses into 6 distinct districts, with numerous other
freestanding users spread throughout the community. The map on the opposite page shows the
locations of sizable concentrations of commercial and office uses in Faribault. The six districts are
concentrated largely along primary arteries and in the central business district (downtown). The
districts are defined below and characterized in more detail in the ensuing pages. Space estimates
were assembled by DSU Research, based on information obtained from local owners/leasing
managers, and through our field inventory:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lyndale North Interchange District – 9 users, 35,000 square feet of space, 17% vacant
Lyndale South Interchange District – 3 users, 63,500 square feet of space, 79% vacant
Highway 60 Interchange District – 74 users, 439,172 square feet of space, 7% vacant
Lyndale Loop District – 73 users, 287,981 square feet of space, 9% vacant
4th Street District – 40 users, 159,200 square feet of space, 2% vacant
Downtown District – 219 users, 498,130 square feet of space, 2% vacant

In addition to these six distinct districts, there are 57 additional freestanding commercial and service
businesses in Faribault totaling an estimated 277,050 square feet of space.
In total, we tallied 477 commercial users (including
vacant spaces) in Faribault, totaling approximately 1.76
million square feet of space.
Lyndale North Interchange District
•

This district is situated around the Highway 21
interchange with Interstate 35, and serves as the
primary entry point to Faribault from the north.
With the exception of a few older businesses,
much of this district is yet to develop. A new
multi-tenant office building is currently under
construction, and the developer of the Days
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Inn has been working to attract a new restaurant. A significant amount of vacant land exists
for new commercial development, and the Lavender Inn parcel is currently being shopped as
a redevelopment site. All told, this district offers great potential.
Lyndale South Interchange District
•

Situated at the southern intersection of Lyndale
Avenue and Interstate 35, this district is comprised
primarily of vacant land and an abandoned, former
KMart building. A few small commercial users are
currently operating in two spaces, along with some
light industrial space. Its location as the primary
entry to Faribault from northbound Interstate traffic,
coupled with a sizable amount of raw, developable
land in a highly visible location, would indicate that
this district offers tremendous potential as a
commercial development site. Unfortunately, the
interstate offers access from only northbound traffic,
and re-entry to I-35 is only available in the
southbound direction. This current interchange
configuration presents severe limitations to the
district’s commercial potential. If adjustments are
made to the interchange in the future, we believe that
this district’s marketability would increase
significantly.

Lyndale South Interchange District
3 users
63,500 sf of space
$4,880,100 est. annual sales

Highway 60 Interchange District
•

While the two Lyndale interchanges offer the most logical entry points to I-35 traffic, the
interchange at Highway 60 is the most most-highly developed of Faribault’s three
interchange districts. The district is anchored by the West Faribo Mall, which features WalMart as its primary anchor tenant. A Hy-Vee grocery store also serves as a key anchor use in
the district; both it and Wal-Mart are Faribault’s only large-format retail stores. In addition
to the Mall and big-boxes, the
Highway 60 Interchange District
district contains three national74 users
439,172 sf of space
chain restaurants, banks, and
$90,339,010 est. annual sales
many auto-related businesses. In
terms of future commercial
potential, the district has
limitations. While vacant land
exists for future development in
the southwest quadrant of the
interchange, the current
configuration works against easy
accessibility to the area. Also,
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virtually no other land appears developable in the immediate vicinity of the interchange, as
wetlands, railroad right-of-way, state land and existing development all combine to limit
growth potential.
4th Street District
•

The 4th Street (Highway 60)
District connects the Interchange
and Lyndale Loop Districts with
the Downtown District. Food
service and automotive uses
account for 8 of the District’s 19
retail users. Office uses (10) also
th
4 Street District
operate along 4th Street. Recent
40 users
investment by national retailers is
159,200 sf of space
evident in the District, as a new
$32,855,615 est. annual sales
Walgreen’s drug store and an
AutoZone (auto parts) store recently opened new buildings near the western edge of the
District. Nelson’s County Market is located at the eastern edge of this District, which
borders the western edge of the Downtown District described below. With many national
retail tenants, recent investment and highly-trafficked office and service users, this District
appears likely to maintain its low vacancy rate (2%). A few sites could be considered future
redevelopment sites, but, for the most part, this District appears fully developed.

Downtown District
•

Faribault’s Downtown District has been forced
over the past few decades to continually reinvent itself in order to maintain its relevance as
a commercial destination for local buyers.
Property owners have offset the loss of many
traditional retail businesses over the years by
attracting more eclectic tenants to the District.
Our inventory showed that restaurants and
hobby/special interest shops account for 30 of
the 78 identified retail businesses. Many ethnicbased businesses have also entered the
Downtown to provide goods and services
demanded by Faribault’s growing minority
populations. This District also contains 63% of
Faribault’s office users, and 63% of its service
businesses. By utilizing the Small City
Revolving Loan Program, recent improvements
have been made to the District by local
property owners. A redirection of Central
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Avenue traffic from one-way to two-way has also been a boon to local business. Overall,
the District has maintained a high level of occupancy by serving as a business incubator for
eclectic, small shops, a practice not uncommon in many non-metropolitan downtowns in
Greater Minnesota.
Lyndale Loop District
•

Lyndale Avenue is a north-south artery that is
connected to Interstate 35 at both its
northern and southern terminus. While it is
currently not promoted as an Interstate
Business Loop, its development pattern suits
the profile. Restaurants (mostly fast-food)
and automotive businesses account for 27 of
the 37 retail businesses. Multiple lodging
facilities are also present. This District also
boasts a great deal of raw, developable land,
as well as multiple sites that could be
considered for redevelopment. Vacant space
accounts for 9% of the District’s marketable
space, a rate slightly higher than the City’s
overall. There are also 25 offices in the
District, comprising 115,960 (40%) of its
overall 287,981 square feet of commercial
space. We believe that this District offers
tremendous commercial potential in the
future, but it currently is not operating at
peak efficiency.

Freestanding Commercial Uses
•

Freestanding uses are sprinkled throughout
Faribault, either as stand alone businesses or
in smaller, isolated commercial nodes. Unlike
many types of ancillary commercial uses,
freestanding businesses are not overly
dependent on traffic driven by a more sizable
anchor tenant. Rather, through their history
in a specific location, these businesses have
carved-out a market niche within the larger
Trade Area. In Faribault, a handful of these
businesses are small appliance stores,
convenience markets, hobby/special interest
shops, personal service businesses, and small
offices. However, auto-related businesses are
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overwhelmingly present in freestanding locations throughout the community. We located 27
freestanding automotive businesses in Faribault; these account for 42% of the 65 total
automotive businesses identified by our inventory.
BREAKDOWN OF RETAIL AND SERVICE USES BY TYPE AND LOCATION
Table 3 on the following page shows detailed information about the commercial retail and service
uses in each of Faribault’s commercial districts. We utilized the Urban Land Institute’s model for
categorizing businesses into broad business classes and more detailed business types3. The table
shows a detailed breakdown of users by ULI use category, number, square footage, and location
within the Trade Area by commercial district or freestanding location.
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

3

Automobile businesses and restaurants (food service) comprise 45% of the total number of
retail users in the Trade Area, but only 29% of the total retail space.
Restaurants can be found in each of the six districts, but are concentrated primarily in the
Downtown and Lyndale Loop Districts; 28 of Faribault’s 41 restaurants (68%) are located in
these two districts.
General merchandise stores are located solely in the Highway 60 Interchange District.
The Clothing & Accessories and Shoes categories, basic needs for all Trade Area
households, have a notable presence in Faribault (14 businesses, 50,742 square feet).
Generally, spending on apparel is concentrated at regional and super-regional malls, or in
discount general merchandise stores. Unlike many communities in Greater Minnesota, the
presence of JCPenney and Wal-Mart at the West Faribo Mall, together with Downtown
businesses, enables Faribault to retain a significant amount of local spending on apparel
items.
Faribault’s Downtown District currently contains 34,000 square feet of Hobby/Special
Interest space, split between 15 businesses. Like many small city downtowns, Faribault’s
downtown is witnessing a shift away from traditional retail stores to more eclectic, special
interest shops.
Downtown Faribault is no longer the city’s retail core, but it is the city’s office and services
hub, by far. Overall, Service and Office businesses comprise 45% of the users and 32% of
the space inventoried in Faribault. In the Downtown District, 137 service and office users
account for 63% of the businesses, taking up 55% of the total space.
The overall vacancy rate (7%) is relatively high in Faribault, but this rate is driven by sizable
amounts of vacant space on sites most likely to be redeveloped (ex. old Kmart building).
The highest rates were noted in the Lyndale North Interchange District (17%) and Lyndale
South Interchange District (79%). The lowest vacancy rates were noted in the Downtown
and 4th Street Districts (both 2%). The high rate in the Lyndale South Interchange can be
traced to the vacant KMart building.

Full list of Broad Business Classes and Business Types is listed in the Appendix, beginning on page 83.
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Table 3
Competitive Commercial and Office Uses
Commercial District Breakdown in Faribault
August 2004
Commercial District
Total
No. of
Users

Total
Trade Area
Square Feet

General Merchandise
Food
Food Service
Clothing & Accessories
Shoes
Home Furnishings
Home Appliances/Music
Building Materials/Hardware
Automotive
Hobby/Special Interest
Gifts/Specialty
Jewelry
Liquor
Drugs
Other Retail

4
12
41
12
2
9
13
11
65
22
3
3
7
3
26

159,573
121,963
119,891
44,457
6,285
30,754
42,315
79,549
193,350
48,840
10,880
4,500
17,150
21,600
172,171

7
15
3
1
5
5
2
7
15
2
2
2
1
11

17,200
40,700
11,600
4,500
20,100
12,000
8,800
22,900
34,000
6,800
3,600
3,400
1,600
25,800

Retail Subtotals

233

1,073,278

78

Personal Service
Entertainment/Community

54
19

108,638
107,178

Service Subtotals

73

Financial Office
Non-Financial Office

Category

Downtown
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.

Highway 60
Interchange
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.
4
3
6
7
1
3
3
3
9
2
1
1

159,573
67,763
20,291
19,357
1,785
7,654
11,315
17,049
19,000
4,840
4,080
900

Lyndale
Business Loop
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.
1
13
1

2,000
38,000
1,500

1

3,000

1
14

18,000
38,800

2

5,250

4th Street
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.
1
4

35,000
9,900

1
2
6

3,200
20,000
17,000

3,500
20,000
9,750

Lyndale North
Interchange
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.

1

2

3,000

7

30,621

4

24,000

213,000

50

364,228

37

130,550

19

118,350

3

7,000

37
9

73,400
45,400

6
3

9,638
20,078

2
2

6,200
9,200

5
1

8,250
3,500

1

5,000

215,816

46

118,800

9

29,716

4

15,400

6

11,750

1

5,000

48
95

101,808
244,433

27
64

55,030
102,600

4
3

7,528
6,773

8
17

14,150
101,810

7
3

17,100
9,000

2
2

8,000
9,000

Office Subtotals

143

346,241

91

157,630

7

14,301

25

115,960

10

26,100

4

Vacant Space

28

124,6981

4

8,700

8

30,927

7

26,071

5

3,000

Totals
Vacancy Rate

477

1,760,033
7%

74

439,172
7%

73

287,981
9%

40

1

498,130
2%

Contains vacant space in old Kmart building (est. 50,000 sq. ft.).

Sources: DSU Research, Urban Land Institute
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159,200
2%

1

3,500

1

10,000

4,000

1
2
2

219

Lyndale South
Interchange
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.

2

13,500

Freestanding
No. of
Users
Sq. Ft.

1
1

4,500
12,000

4
2
27
5

15,800
5,700
91,650
10,000

2

5,000

2

82,000

44

226,650

4
3

11,150
24,000

7

35,150

0

0

6

15,250

17,000

0

0

6

15,250

1

6,000

3

50,0001

0

0

9

35,000
17%

5

63,500
79%

57

277,050
0%
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Common Goods and Services Missing From the Trade Area
Despite the significant amount of commercial space, we found Faribault to be lacking a number of
commercial businesses that are commonly found in a community. In particular, we identified many
basic uses that could be considered for future development in the Study Area. It should be noted
that some of the items and services that would be sold in the following sample of stores can be
purchased at other local stores, such as general merchandise (Wal-Mart). Nonetheless, we believe
that Faribault’s commercial districts could accommodate the following uses:
•
•
•
•
•

General Merchandise: showroom/catalog store;
Food Service: multiple smaller ethnic restaurants, brand-name (chain) dining/restaurants;
Clothing and accessories: bridal shop; children’s wear;
Hobby/Special Interest: hobby shop; camera shop, toy store; health and wellness
equipment; and
Personal Services: shoe repair; formal wear, film processing; photocopy/fast print, picture
framing.

While business owners who specialize in many of the above uses may consider entering the Faribault
market, none are high-frequency users that would individually generate traffic in large amounts.
These uses would more typically occupy space in a multi-tenant (strip center), where they would be
most likely to capture business from traffic drawn by a nearby anchor user. In many instances, these
businesses may choose to locate on developable “outlots” on the edge of a large-format store.
COMPARISON: FARIBAULT’S COMMERCIAL SUPPLY IN RELATION TO NORTHFIELD’S
Our research and interviews with community residents and business owners4 revealed that local
perceptions purport that Faribault is lagging behind other nearby communities such as Owatonna
and Northfield in their ability to attract and retain commercial businesses. While we were not able
to inventory and compare the distribution of commercial uses in Faribault to Owatonna, DSU
Research did gather detailed information on Northfield’s commercial districts during research
conducted for the City in the summer of 2003. Given the availability of this data, we compared the
distribution of commercial and office uses in the two communities.
Findings from the comparison exercise are presented in Table 4 on the following page and the
ensuing bullet points. It is important to note that the Northfield data was collected 14 months prior
to the publication of this report, and we are not able to account for any changes that may have
occurred in Northfield’s commercial market in the intervening period. Given the limitation,
however, we believe the comparison helpful in putting Faribault’s commercial supply in context.

4 Findings from this phase of the research are presented in greater detail later in the Interviews and Focus Group Summaries
section of this report.
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Table 4
Comparison Breakdown of Retail, Service and Office Users
Cities of Northfield and Faribault
20031 & 2004

Northfield
Number Pct.
5
1%
5
1%
41
10%
6
2%
1
0%
6
2%
7
2%
6
2%
23
6%
18
5%
11
3%
1
0%
3
1%
2
1%
19
5%
156
39%

Total Retailers
Faribault
Northfield
Number Pct.
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
4
1%
176,000
17%
12
3%
100,000
10%
41
9%
84,850
8%
12
3%
14,000
1%
2
0%
2,500
0%
9
2%
13,500
1%
13
3%
20,500
2%
11
2%
169,000
16%
65
14%
64,200
6%
22
5%
28,750
3%
3
1%
13,300
1%
3
1%
1,200
0%
7
1%
6,500
1%
3
1%
2,300
0%
26
5%
22,200
2%
233
49%
718,800
68%

Faribault
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
159,573
9%
121,963
7%
125,891
7%
44,457
3%
6,285
0%
30,754
2%
42,315
2%
79,549
5%
193,350
11%
48,840
3%
10,880
1%
4,500
0%
17,150
1%
21,600
1%
172,171
10%
1,079,278 61%

Northfield
Number Pct.
79
20%
22
6%
101
26%

Total Service Users
Faribault
Northfield
Number Pct.
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
54
11%
83,400
8%
19
4%
54,100
5%
73
15%
137,500
13%

Faribault
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
108,638
6%
107,178
6%
215,816
12%

Sub-Totals

Northfield
Number Pct.
45
11%
82
21%
127
32%

Total Office Users
Faribault
Northfield
Number Pct.
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
48
10%
66,000
6%
95
20%
112,750
11%
143
30%
178,750
17%

Faribault
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
101,808
6%
244,433
14%
346,241
20%

Vacant Space
Sub-Totals

Northfield
Number Pct.
12
3%

Total Vacancies
Faribault
Northfield
Number Pct.
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
28
6%
14,765
1%

Faribault
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
124,6982
7%

Northfield
Number Pct.
396
100%

Faribault
Number Pct.
477
100%

Faribault
Sq. Ft.
Pct.
1,766,033 100%

Retail Categories
General Merchandise
Food
Food Service
Clothing & Accessories
Shoes
Home Furnishings
Home Appliances/Music
Building Materials/Hardware
Automotive
Hobby/Special Interest
Gifts/Specialty
Jewelry
Liquor
Drugs
Other Retail

Sub-Totals

Service Categories
Personal Services
Entertainment/Community

Sub-Totals

Office Categories
Financial
Offices (Other than Financial)

TOTALS

1
2

Northfield data was collected by DSU Research in Summer 2003
Contains vacant space at old Kmart building (est. 50,000 sq. ft.).

Source: DSU Research
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•

The two commercial markets are very similar, in many respects. The two office markets
have a similar number of users, though Faribault’s contains nearly twice as much space.

•

Faribault has a much higher concentration of auto-related businesses, mostly repair/service
shops

•

Faribault has a large amount of space categorized in “Other Retail,” a category comprised of
many traditional, but less-cohesive uses.

•

Northfield’s service businesses outnumber Faribault’s 79 to 54, but take up less commercial
space, 83,400 square feet, compared to 108,638 square feet in Faribault.

•

Based on our inventories, Faribault contains 1.77 million square feet of commercial space,
compared with 1.05 million square feet in Northfield. Only 1% of Northfield’s commercial
space was listed as vacant at the time of the inventory, compared with 7% in Faribault. If
the vacant space in Faribault’s old Kmart store were removed from the equation, the
citywide vacancy rate would drop to 4%.

•

When set against the resident trade area
demographics presented earlier in this
report, the ratio of square feet per person in
Faribault was 45:1 (square feet:persons),
compared to 43:1 in Northfield. In terms of
households, ratios were 123:1 in Faribault
and 141:1 in Northfield. The higher
penetration rate noted in Northfield
indicates wider commercial variety than is
available in Faribault’s market.

Comparison Ratio
(Commercial Space : Demographic Unit)
Northfield
141 : 1
43 : 1

Faribault
Households
Population

123 : 1
45 : 1

Source: DSU Research

We also compared the breakdown of restaurants in the two communities, as restaurants were
consistently mentioned by participants in the interviews/focus groups5 as “lacking” in Faribault: We
broke down the existing restaurants in both communities, placing them into one of six categories:
•

5

Fast Food;
Family Dining;
Family Plus (alcohol served);
Adult Dining;
Ethnic Dining; or
Bar/Grill.

There are virtually twice as many households in the Faribault TA (versus the Northfield TA)
for every Fast Food, Ethnic and Bar/Grill restaurant. Also, we noted considerable

Discussed in greater depth later in this report.
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disparities between Faribault and
Northfield in the number of TA
households for each Family Plus and Adult
Dining establishment.

Restaurant Comparison
Faribault (2004) & Northfield (2003)
717
414

Fast Food

•

When considering that the Northfield
Trade Area contains little more than half
the households in the Faribault Trade Area,
there is a strong market opportunity for
new restaurant development in Faribault.
This statement can be supported by
reviewing the chart to the right. Number 1
on the chart highlights the abnormally high
ratio of households per restaurant in the
two categories mentioned most frequently
in the interviews/focus group process:
Adult Dining and Family Plus. Given the
local interest in “reviving” these restaurant
types, a strong market opportunity appears
evident.

Family Plus
Restaurant Type

•

7,168

1,864
2,389

Family Dining

Ethnic

1,491

Adult Dining

3,728

1

2,867

7,168

1,491

Bar/Grill

1,065
0

Source: DSU Research

2,000

Faribault

2,389

Northfield
4,000

6,000

8,000

Households per Restaurant Type

Overall penetration rates for the two communities were significantly different. We noted
182 trade area households for each restaurant in Northfield, as opposed to 350 trade area
households for each restaurant in Faribault. This measurement provides further evidence to
support the perceived local demand.

PENDING COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENTS IN FARIBAULT
Our conversations with the Community Development Director revealed multiple pending
commercial developments in Faribault. While any new commercial space in the community can
affect local shopping patterns, none of the pending developments identified in Faribault are likely to
sizably increase its retention of local spending. The following discussion describes the scope and
timing of pending retail/service development projects and comments on their potential impact on
the local market.
•

•

Nelson’s County Market plans to expand its operation in the 4th Street District, to include a
liquor store component, as well as a car wash and gas station on an adjacent lot north of the
existing store. The project will 7,700 square feet of space, and is still in the approval
process. Nelson’s is a long-time retail operator in Faribault and this addition will likely
ensure their position as a healthy competitor to the larger Hy-Vee store near the interstate.
Mendota Homes Inc. will soon begin construction on a mixed use PUD project that is part
of the larger Block 2 redevelopment project on the eastern edge of the Downtown District.
This project will have a commercial (retail & office condo) component totaling 24,000
square feet, next to a planned 58 residential unit condominium building. While the multi-
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•

•

tenant rental office market has not been strong recently, office condos have found a niche
in the marketplace, and would likely perform well at the site. The site, while not a highprofile retail location, should benefit from the steady traffic passing on Highway 60.
The Village, a Geiger properties project, is a planned mixed-use development to be located
on the vacant Lavender Inn property in the Lyndale North Interchange District. In
addition to some residential townhomes, the project is planned to include a 42,000 square
foot office building and two smaller commercial buildings (11,000 and 7,200 square feet).
This project is nearing approval and may break ground in 2004. We believe this mix of uses
fits well in the District, which is evolving into a business park with small-scale, ancillary
retail components.
Kwik Trip, a convenience store chain with multiple local stores, is building a new store near
the intersection of Highways 60 and 21, in the Lyndale Loop District. This project adds
another convenience station to a high-traffic corner, fitting the character of the district.

FARIBAULT COMMERCIAL SUPPLY ANALYSIS: SUMMARY
Faribault’s commercial market contains a wide variety of uses, fitting into virtually every category in
the retail/service spectrum of offerings. We identified six distinct commercial districts in the
community, in addition to numerous freestanding uses. Citywide vacancies are moderately high (at
least compared to Northfield), driven primarily by sizable vacant spaces on likely redevelopment
sites.
Overall, the commercial market can report many encouraging signs. Recent investment, either
through new development, redevelopment or expansion, can be noted in every district except the
Lyndale South Interchange. National retailers (Walgreen’s and AutoZone) recently built new
freestanding stores in the 4th Street District. Recent changes in the historic Downtown District have
improved its appearance and accessibility, and new projects are likely to raise its profile within the
local and regional community. The Lyndale North Interchange District is developing into a business
gateway, seizing on its location between the City’s industrial park and Interstate 35.
In general, the commercial market is growing, albeit at a slower pace relatively than we noted in
surrounding communities. We compared commercial offerings in Faribault to Northfield’s
commercial market. The comparison showed that Northfield’s commercial occupancy is higher, and
there is more commercial shopping space per household in Northfield (indicating more overall
variety). On the subject of restaurant offerings, Northfield offers a well-rounded set of choices,
while Faribault’s food service alternatives are narrower. The closings of The Knoll and the
Lavender Inn have severely limited dining options in Faribault.
Our review of the City’s recent commercial developments and pending projects revealed that recent
investment has been limited to small-scale projects designed to carve into various niche markets
within the community. While we noted a number of business types not represented in the local
market, none of these uses would drive any considerable amount of regional traffic.
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FARIBAULT COMMERCIAL SUPPLY ANALYSIS: CONCLUSIONS
Overall Commercial Market Potential
Faribault has a commercial market comprised of a wide variety of businesses, offering virtually all
categories of good and services desired by local consumers. The issue of commercial development
in Faribault is partly one of quantity (to capture spending lost to other cities; discussed below), and
partly one of specific use types. For instance, some business categories appear to be over-supplied
(automotive services), while others are more limited in their availability (restaurants). Faribault
needs to fill in its base with certain categories.
A growing willingness by consumers to travel greater distances for consumer goods and services also
appears to have had an impact on the viability of some business types in Faribault. This is especially
true for big-box offerings, which are plentiful in nearby cities.
To better understand the extent to which local businesses capture local Trade Area spending, we
compared the spending potential identified in Table 1 to the estimated sales generated by traditional
retail and services businesses in the community. Table 5 shows this analysis, which takes into
account both resident and daily workforce spending. The sales estimates were generated by
employing sales-per-square-foot rates6 for each category represented in the community.

Table 5
Current and Projected Demand for Commercial Space
Faribault Trade Area
2004 & 2010
2004

Trade Area (TA) Commercial Demand
Aggregate Household Income in the PTA

2010

$835,387,392

$1,030,557,606

(times) Percent Spent on Commercial Goods & Services

x

28%

28%

(equals) Resident Household Spending Potential

=

$233,908,470

$288,556,130

(plus) Commercial Spending by Daytime Workers

+

$10,628,958

$13,219,273

(equals) Trade Area Commercial Demand

=

$244,537,428

$301,775,403

(divided by) Average Sales per Square Foot 1

/

$166

$193

(equals) Estimated Demand for Commercial Space (sq. ft.)

=

1,473,117

1,567,590

(minus) Current Commercial Space

=

1,289,094

1,289,094

(equals) Estimate of Unsatisfied Commercial Space

=

184,023

278,496

1

Trade Area Average from DSU Research commercial inventory, trended forward to 2010.

Sources: Urban Land Institute, DEED; U.S. Census, DSU Research

6 Dollars and Sense of Shopping Centers: 2004, Urban Land Institute. This is a biennial report that includes detailed
information on current sales rates at retail/service businesses throughout the United States.
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The table identifies current (2004) and projected (2010) shortfalls of between 184,000 and 278,000
square feet of commercial space to accommodate the local trade area spending potential. Given the
significant amount of high-profile retail space developing in nearby communities, such as the largeformat stores in Owatonna, Northfield, Dundas and the southern Twin Cities Metro Area
communities, it is safe to assume that a notable amount of local spending is leaving the local trade
area, perhaps on a growing basis.
While the table does not show the figure, our inventory analysis revealed estimated total sales in
Faribault’s traditional retail and service sector to total around $213 million in 2004. This figure is
$20 million below the spending potential in the Trade Area. Given Faribault’s location along
Interstate 35, and at a confluence of multiple state highways, it is safe to assume that a certain
amount of local sales are generated by out-of-town buyers. While out-of-town patrons “cancel out”
some of the lost resident spending, they mask the amount of money that Faribault residents spend
in other cities.
While Table 5 presents a broad-level perspective of the discrepancy between current and projected
demand and supply, it does not compare demand and supply for specific retail categories. It was
beyond the scope of this study to present detailed comparisons for specific retail categories.
However, with such strong interest among local stakeholders to attract new restaurants to the
community, we deemed it necessary to include a more detailed comparison of restaurant supply and
demand. Table 6 on the next page shows this comparison.
While sales-per-square-foot rates vary considerably within the food-service category (which covers
everything from fast food to adult dining), restaurants earn more, on average, than the overall rate
for Faribault’s total commercial market ($220 compared to $166). The table shows that the
Faribault Trade Area appears capable of supporting an additional 21,000 square feet of restaurant
space in the community. The table suggests that, again, a considerable amount of local spending is
likely leaving the community on a consistent basis, in this instance, food service.
We believe that Faribault’s excess spending potential can be recovered through strategic, sensible
commercial development. The six commercial districts offer a variety of opportunities. These
districts would best be enhanced through the support of development types that mesh with
surrounding uses and fit the commercial needs of trade area residents, thereby creating overall
stronger districts, and a more thriving commercial community. The ensuing section lays out our
opinions of the commercial opportunities available to each district.
Commercial Districts: Strengths, Weaknesses and Opportunities
Each of Faribault’s commercial districts is distinct and recognizable in the community. However,
various factors come into play when evaluating a commercial district: traffic, access, business types,
visibility, etc. We provided an overview of each of Faribault’s seven districts earlier in this report.
This section identifies opportunities for each district, through an assessment of their strengths and
weaknesses.
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Table 6
Commercial Demand for Restaurant Space
Faribault Trade Area
2004 & 2010
2004
(Supply) Inventory of Space & Estimated Sales
Estimated Category Sales1
(divided by) Trade Area Restaurant Space
(equals) Average Sales-per-Sq. Ft.

/
=

$19,845,534
119,891
$166

x
=
/
=

$835,387,392
3.71%
$30,977,913
$220
140,809

=

140,809
119,891
20,918

(Demand) Estimated Spending Potential
Resident Trade Area Aggregate Income
(times) Pct. of Income spent on Food Away from Home2
(equals) Trade Area Demand for Food Away from Home
(divided by) Average Sales-per-Sq. Ft.
(equals) Total Restaurant Space Supportable in for Trade Area
Supply-Demand Comparison
Total Restaurant Space Supportable in for Trade Area
(minus) Trade Area Restaurant Space
(equals) Net Demand for Restaurant Space in Faribault
1
2

DSU Research inventory, Urban Land Institute
Bureau of Labor Statistics

Sources: Urban Land Institute, Bureau of Labor Statistics, DSU Research

Lyndale North Interchange District
Strengths: This interchange’s strongest asset is its location adjacent to the interstate and its current
supply of vacant land for future development. Recent investment in the Lyndale North Interchange
district indicates that commercial developers are interested in its location. It is the northern entrance
to Faribault from Interstate 35, and offers excellent access and visibility. Three motels currently
operate in the district, and are capable of generating consistent, if not high, levels of traffic.
Weaknesses: While recent development has occurred in the district, numerous other sites in other
locations in the City are better-suited to commercial development. This district is among the most
remote, in terms of proximity to other commercial uses. In short, other commercial districts in the
community would likely receive more interest from potential developers.
Opportunities: This interchange offers the most direct interstate access to and from the City’s
industrial park, airport and other job sites. Newer small office projects are recently completed and
also currently underway in the district. We believe that additional small-scale, supportive
commercial users such as fast-food restaurants, small business service providers and other highway
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commercial businesses could be successful here, but we would recommend that the City prioritize
traditional retail opportunities elsewhere. As the industrial park and other commercial areas
develop, the vacant parcels and visibility offered here will become increasingly valuable over time,
and the district should develop on its own, with little “push” from the city.
Lyndale South Interchange District
Strengths: Vast, flat, visible land, interstate access and a southern location all combine to make this
district one of the city’s most marketable large-format commercial sites, though the guided land use7
for the district is for a mix of residential and highway commercial. It is the southern entrance to
Faribault from Interstate 35, and the freeway’s elevated position offers tremendous visibility to a
vast open field that is capable of accommodating several hundred thousand square feet of largeformat and ancillary commercial space.
Weaknesses: The most glaring weakness to this district is the current alignment of the I-35
interchange, which only offers access from the northbound lanes and to the southbound lanes.
Without four-way access, the City will be hard-pressed to attract commercial development to this
district. Without a sizable anchor use, small-space commercial is not likely to succeed in this remote
location.
Opportunities: We believe this site offers the City a great opportunity to attract a high-profile largeformat retail business to serve as a lynchpin in raising Faribault’s commercial profile. Much like the
site in Owatonna selected by Cabela’s, this site’s visible, (potentially) accessible location and flat,
developable land could draw the interest of a large-format user, most likely one that operates in a
commercial category not represented in the regional competitive area.
Highway 60 Interchange District
Strengths: This district is the most recognizable, well-developed commercial district in the City. New
commercial developers look for sites within or adjacent to large-format retailers, and this district
features two such users (Wal-Mart and Hy-Vee). It also contains the West Faribo Mall, a retail
destination in the local area.
Weaknesses: Despite its relatively intense level of high-profile commercial businesses, the built-up
area around the West Faribo Mall is geographically pinched by surrounding uses, wetlands, state land
and the interstate. While a sizable amount of developable land is available a short distance south of
this area, as well as across the interstate (see map on next page), existing land use patterns prevent
this area’s potential expansion without forcing consumers or developers to “leapfrog” existing
development patterns. Furthermore, much of the land on the west side of Interstate 35 lies outside
the city limits, and would, therefore, need to be annexed and connected to city utilities before
development can occur.

7

Faribault Comprehensive Plan, adopted June 8, 2003.
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Opportunities: This district could achieve a higher rate of potential if land were to open-up south of
the Wal-Mart location, where a strip of older single-family homes currently sits. Frontage roads on
either side of the freeway, a planning technique noticeable at other highly-successful interchanges in
Owatonna and Lakeville, could connect the existing commercial development to more readily
developable land at the Lyndale South Interchange district. Frontage roads would also improve the
accessibility to sites lining the western edge of I-35, in the southwest quadrant of the interchange.
The key to unlocking the true commercial potential, unfortunately, would be the removal of existing
homes lining the southern edge of the Wal-Mart property.
Lyndale Loop District
Strengths: This district parallels I-35, creating a natural loop for interstate traffic to exit, patronize
business, and re-enter at the opposite interchange. While the southern interchange is not a 4-way
access point, it does allow for a natural loop in its current configuration. Another strength is the
heavy amount of commercial development, both old and new, already operating along Lyndale
Avenue. In particular, the key intersections at Division Street and 4th Street have intense levels of
retail space, seizing on the high traffic at the intersections, particularly 4th Street. Also, this district
has sizable vacant parcels for new commercial development.
Weaknesses: The configuration of Lyndale Avenue works well as a business loop off of I-35, but the
heaviest concentration of commercial space in the district is a considerable distance from the nearest
interchange. While this suits the character of the district well, and its accessibility is not questioned
by local residents, it puts the district at a slight disadvantage given the market desirability of the
interchange sites.
Opportunities: Given this district’s concentration of highway commercial uses, this district could most
easily be strengthened through increased automobile traffic, which would likely emanate from two
sources: 1) local demand created through additional housing development in the community, and 2)
more traffic passing through from Interstate 35. Faribault is already in the process of expanding its
local residential base, and continued housing growth will benefit the overall community’s
commercial network. Since many new households travel out of town for work purposes, this
District would particularly be enhanced through additional household growth. To pull more traffic
off I-35, increased advertising along the interstate, including the addition of interstate “business
loop” signs, would help to lure travelers off the freeway and through the district. Future
development in the district should cater to auto-oriented consumers.
4th Street District
Strengths: 4th Street serves as the primary east west artery through town, connecting the Downtown
District (old commercial center) to the multiple districts on the west side of Faribault (new
commercial center). As such, it garners consistently high traffic levels, both local and passing
consumer traffic. Recent investment has raised the profile of this District in the local market, and
multiple pending projects are planned for development in the near future. It is easily accessible to
both pedestrians from surrounding neighborhoods and passing auto traffic.
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Weaknesses: The vast majority of sites along 4th Street are fully developed, leaving little room for new
development without the removal of existing commercial (or residential) space.
Opportunities: There are sites along 4th Street that could be considered for redevelopment, including a
vacant mini-mart near Snyders. Overall, though, this district is performing at a high level.
Downtown District
Strengths: Faribault’s Downtown District has distinct character and a rich history as the commercial
heart of the community. It is the financial center of the community, and accounts for the bulk of
the local office market. Also, Rice County offices are located on the downtown’s periphery, creating
a steady stream of local traffic. It currently contains the majority of the community’s adult dining
establishments, a business category that has recently vacated parcels in the city’s interchange and
loop districts. The district has a number of long-standing, recognizable businesses that consistently
draw local traffic. And, it has multiple ethnic markets/shops to capture spending from the area’s
rapidly-growing minority populations.
Weaknesses: While the District has worked hard to maintain a healthy share of the local spending
market, trends show that potential new retailers are much more apt to consider interchange or loop
locations. While many locals view downtown as the heart of the local office market, local experts
say that the downtown office market is suffering. The current multi-cultural shopping experience is
not viewed by all residents as a positive sign, driving a certain level of patronage away from the
District. Business succession is viewed by many local owners as a problem that will become
increasingly evident in the near future. A lack of available parking is constantly mentioned as a
problem that cannot easily be solved.
Opportunities: On a retail level, Downtown’s best opportunity is to attract more local spending. New
multifamily housing under construction along the District’s eastern edge (both rental apartments and
owned condominiums) should aid in cultivating new patrons. A more visible link with the Cannon
River (park, communal space, paths, etc.) could raise the District’s profile in the community.
Organized, advertised events are a method to consider to “re-introduce” the District to local
shoppers. Its appearance and cultural cache are a potential marketing tool, both to traditional
residents and the growing minority population.
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LARGE-FORMAT RETAIL ANALYSIS: INTRODUCTION
This section focuses on the characteristics of the regional large-format, or “big-box,” retail
competitive market surrounding Faribault. Large-format retail businesses create a highly visible
imprint on the landscape. They generate high levels of consumer traffic from beyond the local trade
area, and their entry into non-metropolitan areas are often viewed by local residents as a sign of a
healthy, growing commercial market, although small city downtown backers often view them as a
threat. Current perception in Faribault is that the recent development of many new large-format
stores in nearby cities, and subsequent supportive commercial development surrounding them, has
likely drawn local spending away from Faribault.
This section begins with a profile of the competitive large-format market in the region, focusing on
big-box store characteristics and development trends in Faribault, Lakeville, Northfield/Dundas and
Owatonna8. A review of industry trends in large-format store development follows, based on
interviews with local representatives who specialize in site selection for big-box retailers. This
section also includes an analysis of key intersections along Interstate 35, between Lakeville and
Owatonna, and a brief overview of land prices in commercial sites along Interstate 35. It concludes
with a summary of key findings from the large-format analysis.
COMPETITIVE LARGE-FORMAT MARKET CONTEXT
As the commercial demographics section introduced, Faribault is geographically “sandwiched”
between more developed, recognizable commercial centers such as Lakeville, Owatonna, Rochester
and Mankato. Much of the commercial strength of these communities is driven by the spending
generated by large-format businesses, many of which have only recently been developed.
The map on the opposite page shows the distribution of large-format stores in Faribault and the
surrounding competitive communities, based on information provided by each city and through our
investigation in the area. The map shows sizable concentrations in both Lakeville (6 stores) and
Owatonna (8 stores), where a wide variety of business categories are represented. Despite its
location seven miles east of Interstate 35, Northfield/Dundas has four big-box stores, while
Faribault sports only two stores, both of which are located within the Highway 60 Interchange
district.
We did not investigate the distribution of large-format stores in the Twin Cities, Mankato or
Rochester, all of which are regional centers that are capable of pulling consumers from a greater
distance than the majority of the stores located on the map. Most stores listed in the competitive
cities on the map, or high-profile competitors in the same store category, can also be found in the
regional center cities. For Faribault, the direct competition for big-box dollars is generated in the
competitive cities listed on the map.
8 We did not include the Medford Outlet Mall in this analysis. The market for goods at the Mall is widespread, capturing
spending from well beyond the regional trade area analyzed in this study (south into Iowa, and north into much of the
Twin Cities Metropolitan Area). While it certainly captures local spending, it does not fit within the scope of this study.
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COMPETITIVE LARGE-FORMAT MARKET: STORE CHARACTERISTICS
Table 7 on the facing page lists key characteristics of each of the competitive large-format stores in
Faribault and the competitive cities (Lakeville, Northfield/Dundas and Owatonna), including store
name, store type, size, year built, and I-35 interchange exit location (where applicable). The ensuing
graphics and bullet points highlight key findings from the table, showing comparisons between the
four large-format commercial markets.
It should be noted that both the table and graphic comparisons account for a new Lowe’s (home
improvement) store currently under construction in Owatonna. We believe it important to report
on the competitive market as it would appear if all big-box stores, pending or completed, were in
operation. We did not identify any other pending large-format stores in the competitive market.
Store Space Comparison
•

By far, Faribault has the smallest amount of large-format retail space of the four areas
(155,576 square feet), less than one-fifth the amount in nearby Owatonna. Northfield,
despite a much smaller trade area and a relatively isolated location, has three times the bigbox space of Faribault. Lakeville, which is situated on the southern edge of the highly
competitive Twin Cities commercial market, contains 779,600 square feet of space.

•

The graphic to the right displays the
penetration rate of large-format space
to the resident trade area household
base. Both the Northfield and
Owatonna trade areas contain over 60
square feet of big-box space for each
resident household, compared to just
over 10 square feet in Faribault. The
Lakeville trade area, which contains
more households than Owatonna and
Faribault combined, reports an
estimated 25 square feet per
household.

•

Large-Format Space Penetration
(Retail Sq. Ft. per Household)
Faribault & Competitive Trade Areas

Store Type

Lakeville

SF per HH

Owatonna

Northfield

The graphic suggests that both the
Faribault
Owatonna and Northfield stores are
positioned to capture sales from well
beyond their respective local trade
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0
areas. In all likelihood, a significant
Retail Sq. Ft. per Household
Source: DSU Research
amount of spending at these stores
comes from the Faribault local trade area.
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Table 7
Large-Format Store Characteristics
Faribault and Surrounding Competitive Communities
August 2004

City/Store Name

Store Size1

Year Built

I-35 Exit

Supermarket
General Merchandise

65,000
90,576
155,576

1997
1990

Exit 56
Exit 56

Supermarket
Sporting Goods
Furniture
Farm & Fleet
Furniture
Supercenter

68,000
86,880
150,000
196,663
95,937
182,120
779,600

2004
2003
2002
1986
1984
2002

n/a
Exit 85
Exit 85
Exit 85
n/a
Exit 84

Supermarket
General Merchandise
Home Improvement
General Merchandise

62,636
90,000
198,914
126,518
478,068

2001
1990
2003
2001

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

Sporting Goods
Supermarket
Supermarket
Home Improvement
Farm & Fleet
Furniture
Supercenter
General Merchandise

150,000
65,000
42,000
116,000
226,493
38,300
157,730
90,000
885,523

1997
1989
1972
2004
2003
2004
2000
1996

Exit 45
n/a
n/a
Exit 42
Exit 41
Exit 45
Exit 42
Exit 41

Store Type

Faribault
Hy-Vee
Wal Mart
Totals

Lakeville
Cub Foods
Gander Mountain
HOM Furniture
Mills Fleet Farm
Schneiderman's
SuperTarget
Totals

Northfield/Dundas
Cub Foods
K Mart
Menards
Target
Totals

Owatonna
Cabela's
Cashwise Foods
Hy-Vee
Lowes2
Mills Fleet Farm
Slumberland
Super Wal Mart
Target
Totals

Area Totals
1
2

Per City officials.
Under construction.

Source: DSU Research
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Store Type Comparison
•

The large-format stores in the competitive communities can all be classified into one of
seven types (categories): supermarket, sporting goods, farm and fleet, home improvement,
furniture, general merchandise, or supercenter (combination of supermarket and general
merchandise).

•

The graphic to the right shows a
comparison of penetration rates, by
store type, in each of the competitive
cities. The Faribault rates are shown in
red, while the three other areas are
shown in varying shades of blue.

•

The graphic shows that, when broken
down by store type, the rates of square
feet per household are considerably
lower in each community. Also, the
chart shows that the majority of stores
do not contain more than 10 square
feet of space per trade area household.
The rates in Northfield, except for its
supermarket, remain the highest, nearly
30 square feet of space per household.

Supermarket

Lakeville
Owatonna

Sporting
Goods

Faribault
Northfield

Farm & Fleet
Store Type

•

Large-Format Space Penetration
By Store Type
Faribault & Competitive Trade Areas

Home
Improvement
Furniture
Super Center
Gen. Merch.
0

10

20

30

40

The wider variety of store types in
Store Sq. Ft. per Household
Source: DSU Research
Owatonna and Lakeville show how
big-box “feeds off of one another” (they tend to cluster) and how these two interchangeoriented communities have been attractive to big-box retailers. Both are carving a niche for
themselves as retail destinations in the I-35 regional market. This increasing critical mass of
offerings is leading to continued expansion of supportive uses such as restaurants, lodging
facilities, and community attractions.

Year Built Comparison
•

The graphic on the next page shows the distribution of large-format stores by city and year
built, based on data introduced in Table 7.

•

Both of Faribault’s two large-format stores were built in the 1990s. The vast majority of bigbox space in the competitive area, however, was constructed over the past 5 years. Number
1 on the chart highlights this recent boom in large-format store development.

•

When broken down by store space added in the competitive area, of the 2.3 million square
feet of space identified in the area, 1.4 million (61%) has been built since 2000.
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Distribution by Year Built
Large-Format Retail Stores
Faribault and Competitive Cities

Owatonna

Northfield

Lakeville
1
Faribault

1970

1975

1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

Year Built
Source: DSU Research

•

In terms of store types added in the competitive area, the variety has increased considerably
in the recent building boom. Prior to 1996, the store types represented in the competitive
big-box area were primarily supermarkets and general merchandise businesses, with
individual furniture and farm & fleet stores in Lakeville. Since the introduction of Cabela's
in Owatonna in 1997, the competitive area has added home improvement stores and
increased the competition and variety available in both the supermarket and general
merchandise market through the advent of the supercenter concept.

LARGE-FORMAT RETAIL: INDUSTRY TRENDS AND DEVELOPMENT REQUIREMENTS
We attempted to contact representatives of many higher-profile, large-format store representatives
to inquire about site selection criteria, identify recent trends in large-format store development in
Greater Minnesota, and to question any potential interest in the Faribault market. While we were
able to interview commercial brokers who specialize in site selection for many big-box retailers, not
all of the representatives of big-box retailers we contacted were willing to participate in the research.
Those that did participate in our interviews provided some standard guidelines that many largeformat stores tend to follow in the site selection process, but individual store requirements were
deemed confidential. The following bullet points contain key findings from this interview process.
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•

Site selection is an extremely complicated practice, as parameters vary depending on the type
of store looking to enter a given market. For many traditional users such as supermarkets, a
“gravity-based” model identifies high traffic confluences, and works away from these key
intersections until a sizable enough trade area base can be established. Once established,
existing and pending competition is examined and a decision is made as to whether the
company should pursue a site in the market.

•

Key factors for any site selection are: resident household incomes, the location and market
share of existing and pending competition, accessibility and visibility of a given site, size of
site (ample parking space?), surrounding uses, and land cost.

•

Co-tenancy is often beneficial to large-format stores. Few big-box retailers seek stand alone
sites void of surrounding retail users, unless they are high-profile, unique users capable of
drawing consumers on a stand alone basis (e.g. Cabela's). Most big-box businesses seek sites
adjacent to other big-boxes, often as part of a larger master development.

•

In non-metropolitan locations, interstate locations are paramount. Even sites two or three
blocks off a freeway interchange can “kill a deal.” Visibility is as important as accessibility in
Greater Minnesota.

•

Once a large-format user is in place (or agrees to develop a site), the chances increase that
supportive (ancillary) retail users will want to follow. As a result, master developers are
generally seeking land sites that sport enough room for the large-format store and adjoining
outlots.

•

Different store types look for different characteristics in a given area. For example, big-box
users that specialize in business supplies are more interested in the trade area’s business
profile (number and types of companies, workforce size, etc.) than its residential profile.

•

For home improvement stores, key determining factors are recent and projected increases in
housing starts. Also, sites with at least 13 to 15 acres of undeveloped, flat land are necessary
to accommodate the sizable building and supportive parking space.

Regarding the Faribault market and its potential to attract large-format retailers, responses were
somewhat unsupportive:
•
•
•
•

Faribault is somewhat “off the radar screen” in the eye of commercial developers.
Perception is that Faribault does not have the resident incomes to support new retail
development of any size.
The critical mass of retail shaping-up in Owatonna is substantially more alluring to retail
developers.
Faribault’s location is sandwiched between larger, more recognizable commercial centers in
Mankato, Owatonna, Rochester and Lakeville.
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INTERSTATE 35 INTERCHANGE REVIEW AND ANALYSIS
Our interviews with industry professionals revealed that site characteristics, particularly freeway
interchange locations and surrounding uses, play an integral part in the selection process employed
by virtually all large-format retail businesses. Interstate interchange locations provide generally the
best accessibility and visibility to passing motorists, as well as to those “destination” shoppers
traveling to the site to shop.
To better understand how Faribault’s three Interstate 35 interchanges compare to other, more
commercially-developed interchanges in the competitive market, we reviewed development patterns
at key exits between Owatonna and Lakeville. The following section presents our analysis of the
competing interchanges, highlighting the locations of large-format stores, in relation to other nearby
uses. The analysis travels from north to south, beginning in Lakeville and concluding in Owatonna.
A review of Faribault’s interchanges is presented following the comparative analysis.
Lakeville – Exit 85
•

This exit is the primary gateway into
Lakeville from the remainder of the
Twin Cities Metro Area. It has been
anchored by Mills Fleet Farm since
1986, but recently added both a new
HOM Furniture store and a Gander
Mountain (co-tenancy). Smaller
commercial users fill remaining
parcels between the big-boxes and the
actual interchange, which is located
about one block to the south.
Visibility to passing motorists here is
excellent in both northbound and
southbound lanes, and nearby Exit 86
also provides access to the frontage
roads that parallel both sides of the interstate. This exit is also located roughly two miles
south of the I-35W/I-35E split and the high-profile Burnsville Center commercial area.
Passing traffic counts averaged 79,000 auto trips on a daily basis along I-35 at this location in
2002.
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Lakeville – Exit 84
•

Commercial development was only recently
introduced at this intersection, with the
development of SuperTarget as the anchor
tenant of Lakeville’s TimberCrest project.
Additional small-space commercial users
are located across Kenrick Avenue to the
east. Two new large-format bays are
currently under construction at the current
time in space adjacent to SuperTarget; one
of these will house a Marshall’s store, with
the other tenant yet to be named. This
intersection, though not quite as visible
from the interstate due to its elevated positioning (a trait alleviated primarily by visible
signage) and boasts co-tenancy, supportive retail, ample parking space, and ease of
accessibility from multiple directions.

Owatonna – Exit 45
•

9

The development of this intersection
began in earnest in the late 1990s, with the
addition of a new Cabela's store. Since
opening its doors, the intersection has
added multiple lodging facilities, a now
defunct museum, restaurants, a
convenience store, small-space retail and,
most recently, a Slumberland clearance
center. Like the Lakeville intersections,
the supportive retail is situated between
the interchange and the big-boxes.
Cabela’s itself attracts a reported 4 million
visitors every year9. Currently, several lots
remain available for purchase and
subsequent development. The interchange
boasts many desirable aspects the site
selection criteria sought by big-box
retailers: interstate location, clear visibility,
accessibility, co-tenancy, supportive retail
and restaurants, and sizable tracts of
undeveloped, flat land.

www.owatonna.org
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Owatonna – Exit 42
•

Located three miles south of the
Cabela’s exit, this interchange connects
west U.S. Highway 14 to Interstate 35.
The predominant commercial
development here is situated in the
northwest quadrant of the intersection,
where a new Wal-Mart Supercenter
anchors an expanding area with
numerous acres of raw land for future
development. In addition to two
lodging facilities, the area contains
multiple small-space retailers (both old
and new). A new strip center and a
Lowe’s home improvement store are
both under construction immediately
west of Wal-Mart. The Wal-Mart sports
clear views from southbound traffic on I-35 and traffic along Highway 14. Once the Lowe’s
is completed, this intersection will also sport big-box co-tenants. Given the draw power of
both users, it is safe to assume that additional commercial businesses will be interested in
this area for future development.

Owatonna – Exit 41
•

This exit (Bridge Street) is situated
about one-mile south of the Wal-Mart
exit, along a stretch of I-35 that
experiences heightened levels of auto
traffic as the interstate merges with
Highway 14 for a two-mile stretch
between Exits 42 and 40. The
intersection serves as a primary
conduit into the heart of Owatonna
(to the east) and to many businesses
with high numbers of employees (to
the west). Co-tenant big-boxes are
situated on the west side of the
freeway, Target north of Bridge Street
and a brand-new Mills Fleet Farm to
the south. Smaller-scale supportive commercial is located on the east side of I-35, a notable
distance away from the big-boxes, but easily accessible. A small lodging facility is also
located adjacent to the Target store. The high levels of daily traffic from nearby employees
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and the merged freeway/highway make this area a desirable one for retailers. However,
limited land remains available for any substantial additions of any size.
Faribault – Exit 59
•

Faribault’s northernmost interchange connects Highway 21 to
the interstate. The commercial
area around it contains a mix of
office, industrial, lodging and
highway commercial uses, along
with a great deal of undeveloped
raw land. Currently, multiple
office projects are under
construction in the northeast
quadrant. This intersection offers
ample land, accessibility and
visibility, and numerous
surrounding employers to market
to retail developers. However,
only a limited supply of existing retail space is in or near the vicinity of the exit.

Faribault – Exit 56
•

This exist intersects I-35 with State
Highway 60, the primary artery into
Faribault. The southeast quadrant of
this interchange contains the West
Faribo Mall and Wal-Mart, with a HyVee grocery store nearby, north of
Highway 60. In addition to these three
anchor users, the interchange contains a
handful of small-space retailers, multiple
restaurants, convenience gas stations,
and a sizable amount of vacant land that
could be considered for new commercial
development. However, this exit has
many constraints, among them: 1) the
positioning of the Cannon River (and
man-made Cannon Lake) immediately
north of the exit; 2) a strip of residential
units immediately south of the
Mall/Wal-Mart area that prevents commercial expansion to vast vacant land to the south;
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and 3) a cemetery that cleaves developable, vacant land skirting the western edge of I-35
south of Highway 60.
Faribault – Exit 55
•

This exit connects northbound Interstate 35
traffic to Highway 21, which parallels I-35
before intersecting with it again at Exit 59 (see
above). This intersection only offers freeway
access in the southbound direction, with no onramps to northbound I-35. This current
alignment is a significant barrier to tapping-into
a highly visible, vast stretch of raw land wellsuited to large-format and ancillary commercial
development. Currently, a few businesses and
a motel are the only businesses operating in the
area. Given the visibility and developable land,
a reconfigured interchange would greatly
improve this area’s marketability.

LARGE-FORMAT I-35 BUILDING SITES: RECENT AND ACTIVE LAND SALES OVERVIEW
Table 8 shows key information from active and recently completed land sales involving big-box and
ancillary commercial sites in Faribault, Lakeville and Owatonna. The information is from a
combination of MLS listings, active land listings from DEED’s10 website and from respective city
offices. Only limited information was available on many of the listed sites. The table is not
comprehensive of all land sales and active listings in each community, but, rather, highlight sites
most suitable to large-format and ancillary commercial projects. The level of city services (sewer,
water, etc.) is also not shown on the table. Key findings are listed in the bullet points that follow the
table.

10

•

The four actively marketed commercial parcels listed in Faribault range in price from $2 to
$7.50 per square foot. These rates are slightly lower than nearby Owatonna, where
sold/active rates range from $4 to $8.50 per square foot.

•

The two active sites noted in Owatonna are near Cabela’s, at Exit 45 on the interstate. With
annual consumer traffic of over 4 million persons, Cabela’s’ location enables higher asking
rates than would many undeveloped commercial locations in Greater Minnesota. Prices at
these parcels range from $5 to $11 per square foot ($8.50 is an average range for the more
accessible, visible parcel with prices ranging from $6 to $11 per square foot).

Department of Employment and Economic Development.
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Table 8
Land Sales Comparison
Faribault and Surrounding Competitive Communities
August 2004

City/Year Sold

Site

District/Area

Goedtel Property
Kmart site
SW Quad, I-35/60
Reinecke Property

I-35 Exit

Lot Sq. Ft.

Price per Sq. Ft.

Lyndale South Interchange
Exit 55
Lyndale South Interchange
Exit 55
Hwy. 60 Interchange
Exit 56
Lyndale Business Loop
n/a
Totals & Average Price per Sq. Ft.

435,600
141,134
777,546
370,260
1,724,540

$7.50
$2.00
$2.00
$5.66
$4.171

Culver's site
McDonalds site
Multi-tenant retail site
Lowes site
Slumberland site
Near Cabela's
Near Cabela's

Adjacent to Wal-Mart
Exit 42
Adjacent to Wal-Mart
Exit 42
Adjacent to Wal-Mart
Exit 42
Adjacent to Wal-Mart
Exit 42
Near Cabela's
Exit 45
Near Cabela's
Exit 45
Near Cabela's
Exit 45
Totals & Average Price per Sq. Ft.

54,367
53,718
237,278
620,000
140,406
1,742,400
1,524,600
4,372,769

$6.44
$7.91
$3.91
$4.19
$6.04
$5.00
$8.50
$6.131

I-35 & Cty. Rd. 46
I-35 & Hwy. 70

Near Fleet Farm
Exit 86
Near McStop
Exit 83
Totals & Average Price per Sq. Ft.

196,020
71,000
267,020

$9.18
$11.97
$9.921

Faribault
Active
Active
Active
Active

Owatonna
2001
2001
2003
2004
2004
Active
Active

Lakeville
Active
Active
1

Weighted Average.

Sources: City Staff; www.mnpro.com; Northstar MLS; DSU Research

•

Two of the higher-profile sites in Faribault (Goedtel and Reinecke properties) have list
prices in a range similar to the Cabela’s sites, from $5.66 to $7.50 per square foot. Neither of
these sites has nearby users that command traffic levels anywhere near those commanded by
Cabela’s (4 million annual visitors), nor does either have the accessibility to the freeway that
the Cabela’s sites offer. At first glance, these parcels appear to be somewhat overpriced.
However, it is important to note that this analysis is only cursory and a full appraisal and/or
detailed financial analysis of each property would reveal any gap between their potential
value and the currently marketed price.

•

Recent sales information was not available in Lakeville, but the city reported that commercial
land with infrastructure was selling for between $12 and $16 per square foot (high rate was
along Interstate 35). Raw commercial land was selling for between $5 and $8 per square
foot. The table highlights two sites available along the I-35 corridor, with asking prices from
$9 to $12 per square foot. Lakeville’s rapidly developing trade area enables land owners to
demand these rates, notably higher than the rates reported in Faribault or Owatonna.
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LARGE-FORMAT RETAIL ANALYSIS: SUMMARY
The large-format retail market has grown significantly in recent years along the Interstate 35 corridor
south of the Twin Cities. The bulk of this development has occurred in two cities: Lakeville and
Owatonna. This recent growth was triggered by the evolution of the supercenter store concept, and
the movement of home improvement superstores to the area. Faribault has yet to capture a share of
this recent surge in development.
Our interviews with industry experts revealed some trends inherent to recent large-format
commercial site selection and development. Key characteristics required before a new large-format
business will consider a community or particular site in non-metropolitan areas are demographics
(sufficient spending), accessibility to and visibility from an interstate interchange, sufficient land size
for the store and adjacent parking, surrounding commercial/supportive space (preferably established
large-format stores for co-tenancy), and affordable land prices.
The interchanges along Interstate 35 between Lakeville and Owatonna with large-format stores
display relatively similar characteristics. For the more recognizable interchanges, multiple big-box
stores fill visible sites with ancillary commercial uses (particularly restaurants and lodging facilities)
separating them from the interchange. Faribault’s three interchanges each offer the potential to
develop in a similar pattern, given considerable financial investment by both the private and public
sectors.
Land prices for Faribault’s key vacant parcels are, on average, cheaper than the current market in
nearby Owatonna, and considerably cheaper than commercial land in the more populated and
affluent Lakeville. Reflective of the higher rates, both Owatonna’s and Lakeville’s commercial sites
have more to offer potential developers. Both communities are in a stronger position to capture
new commercial development opportunities.
LARGE-FORMAT RETAIL ANALYSIS: CONCLUSIONS
Large-Format Commercial Market Potential
The analysis of large-format commercial stores in Faribault and the competitive nearby communities
of Northfield/Dundas, Lakeville and Owatonna revealed that tremendous development has
occurred in recent years. We believe that the recent surge of development has been spurred by an
industry trend to establish “toe-holds” in developing suburban and exurban locations, possibly at a
financial loss to the parent companies.
A simple way to communicate this perceived financial imbalance in the area is to compare available
trade area spending to projected sales-per-square-foot rates11 for each of the large-format businesses

11 Project rates come from a variety of sources, including ULI, corporate earning statements from many of the
businesses, various online industry research publications, and past research conducted by DSU.
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we noted in the competitive trade area. The chart below compares resident trade area spending
potential and estimated annual sales rates for the big-box stores in the competitive area.
•

•

•

The chart shows that both Faribault
and Lakeville’s resident spending
potential is well above the estimated
sales captured at the two cities’ bigbox stores. This indicates that resident
spending is leaving the trade area on a
consistent basis.

Big Box Sales/Spending Comparison
Competitive Trade Area
2004 (estimate)
Owatonna

Faribault

TA Spending
Big Box Sales

In Northfield, estimated big-box sales
($111 million) accounts for more than
Northfield
two-thirds of the resident spending
potential ($150 million). Given our
Lakeville
knowledge of the Northfield market,
we know that resident spending is
$0
$200
$400
$600
spread more evenly throughout all
Estimated Dollars (millions)
local businesses. Also, virtually half of
Source: DSU Research
the city’s resident workforce travels
out of town for work, indicating a healthy amount of resident spending leaving the
community for convenience purchases in other communities on a daily basis.

$800

Sales at Owatonna’s big-box stores, if operating at average nationwide rates, account for
more spending than is available in the local trade area. While Cabela’s has proven that it can
attract 4 million annual visitors, driving a high level of sales, resident trade area spending is
simply not capable of supporting the recent building boom in the large-format market.

The Owatonna and Northfield comparisons are the strongest indicator of the theory that big-boxes
jump in relatively smaller markets to establish a “toe-hold” in areas projected to add a significant
number of new jobs and/or households with higher incomes. These newer businesses are very
visible in the regional market, and most certainly draw resident spending away from the Faribault
Trade Area, as well as many other local trade areas in southern Minnesota.
While it may appear that the I-35 large-format market is saturated, many high-profile, big-box
businesses have yet to enter the area. New business would be capable of competing for regional
trade area spending, but most assuredly at the expense of competitors already in the area. The most
sensible way to carve out a defensible position in the large-format market is to focus on attracting
stores in categories yet to enter the area.
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Table 9 lists examples of large-format stores (and
respective categories) with a presence in
Minnesota that do not currently operate in the
competitive area we studied. These stores
typically operate in freestanding locations, or as
co-tenants in a master development. While these
businesses’ plans for potential expansion in the
area are not available to the public, Faribault
officials could, nonetheless, begin an outreach
program to attract them.

Table 9
Examples of Large-Format Stores
Not Operating in Competitive Trade Area
2004
Store Name
Home Depot
Sam's Club
Costco
Best Buy
Circuit City
Ultimate Electronics1
Michaels
PetsMart
Sportmart
Office Depot/Office Max
Kohls

Store Category
Home Improvement
Wholesale
Wholesale
Consumer Electronics
Consumer Electronics
Consumer Electronics
Arts & Crafts
Pet Supplies
Sporting Goods
Office Supplies
Department Store

Assuming that one or more of the businesses is
considering entering the competitive area, we
believe that Faribault is in a strong position to
lure interest, given a concerted marketing effort.
We believe the “linchpin” in drawing concerted
1
interest, though, is the issue of existing
Formerly Audio King
interchange configurations and land cost. If
Sources: DSU Research
Faribault can make its developable interchange
sites more accessible, and more affordable than available land at more desirable sites in Lakeville and
Owatonna, then its potential to draw new large-format business will grow tremendously.
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INTERVIEWS AND FOCUS GROUP SUMMARIES: INTRODUCTION
DSU Research gained insight to the local perspective on issues surrounding commercial market
offerings and commercial development through a two-part process. First, we interviewed by phone
selected leaders in the local commercial business community to gather their impressions of recent
trends in the local market. Each of the interviewees was asked to submit the names of other
qualified individuals to lend their thoughts and opinions in a focus group setting. These focus
groups comprised the second part of this phase of the research process.
TELEPHONE INTERVIEW SUMMARIES
The City of Faribault and the Faribault Chamber of Commerce were asked to submit the names of
key individuals familiar with trends in the local commercial business and development community.
These people served as the starting point for us to look into local perspectives on issues affecting
the cultivation/retention of businesses and the development/utilization of commercial space in
Faribault. The interviews were conducted over a three-week period stretching from late June
through mid July, 2004.
The results of the initial interviews are summarized in this section, along with a list of the questions
posed to each person interviewed. Individual comments can be reviewed by contacting the City.
QUESTIONS DIRECTED AT THE INTERVIEWEES
1. How would you define the geographic reach of Faribault’s commercial trade area(s)?
a. Downtown/Local Market?
b. Large-format/Regional Market?
2. What businesses are unique to Faribault that consistently draw from beyond that area?
3. Are there particular businesses and/or goods and services that local residents consistently
seek outside of Faribault?
a. If so, where (city, store, commercial center, etc.) do they spend their dollars?
4. What businesses have you or a local group/organization attempted to attract in recent years?
a. What steps did you/they take to cultivate new business?
b. What obstacles did you/they face?
c. Can you cite examples of comments from businesses that considered Faribault?
5. What efforts are underway, of which you are aware, to attract more business to Faribault, in
particular large-format (big-box) stores?
6. What barriers exist that prevent Faribault from attracting additional large-format retail
stores?
a. Can these be overcome?
7. Conversely, from what strengths can Faribault draw in attempting to attract new businesses
to the community?
8. What key sites should the city prioritize in their attempts to draw new business?
9. Who else should we contact to solicit their constructive input? (focus group candidates)
10. Any additional comments?
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DSU RESEARCH SUMMARY OF COMMENTS MADE BY THE INTERVIEWEES
Geographic Reach of Faribault’s Commercial Trade Area – Downtown/Local Market
DSU Research Summary:
Overall, the comments indicated a limited trade area reach north and south of Faribault, but
considerably further reach to the east and west. Given the level of commercial competition in
Owatonna and Northfield, the captive market for local services and everyday retail needs is limited
to no further than five to seven miles north or south of the City. There are more limited
commercial offerings to the east and west of the City. When noting that the network of county and
state highways connect these smaller communities and rural areas to Interstate 35 at Faribault, a
greater geographic reach was noted east and west of the City.
Geographic Reach of Faribault’s Commercial Trade Area – Large-Format/Regional Market
DSU Research Summary:
Overall, the replies to this question were more wide-ranging, as would be expected. The common
theme throughout the responses was the perception/knowledge that competing large-format stores
in Owatonna, Northfield and Lakeville limit Faribault’s regional draw. Regional trade areas are more
elusive to define and overlap more readily than local trade areas. Higher concentrations of largeformat store types (multiple stores in one location) create a higher capture rate from a regional trade
area than would a stand-alone user.
Businesses Unique to Faribault that Consistently Draw from Beyond the Trade Area(s)
DSU Research Summary:
Responses to this question were quite limited. Few businesses were mentioned, and two
respondents indicated that Faribault does not contain any businesses capable of drawing consistent
consumer traffic from beyond the trade areas discussed in the preceding question. Locations of the
businesses mentioned were largely scattered throughout the city, indicating that no true “destination
node” is readily identifiable in Faribault.
Particular Businesses/Goods and Services Sought Outside of Faribault by Local Residents
DSU Research Summary:
Overall, respondents indicated that Faribault is lacking some key businesses that must be sought
elsewhere, particularly restaurants. Foremost in this category was demand for sit-down restaurants
that cater to families, particularly national and regional chains with a recognizable audience and
drawing power (Applebee’s. Olive Garden, Famous Dave’s, etc.). Given the relatively recent interest
among homeowners in home improvement superstores, Faribault’s lack of one appears visible to the
community.
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Where do Local Residents Spend Dollars for the Missing Goods and Services
DSU Research Summary:
With the exception of clothing/apparel, residents in Faribault are able to shop for the missing goods
and services in either Northfield/Dundas or Owatonna, communities that are all within a 15-minute
drive of Faribault. The drive to Burnsville, while more substantial, can be completed in well under
an hour (round trip). With the exception of Northfield/Dundas, these commercial destinations are
situated along Interstate 35. In terms of spending potential lost, each of the categories listed above
(home improvement, clothing/apparel, restaurants) account for a notable amount of household
spending.
Attempts to Attract New Commercial (retail/service) Businesses to Faribault – Types
DSU Research Summary:
Responses were sketchy when this question was posed. Not all of those contacted were directly
involved in new business cultivation, but were aware of some efforts to attract new retail and service
businesses. Some comments were shared regarding attempts to draw new industry to the City, as
that was viewed as more pressing than new commercial businesses. In particular, a recent effort to
attract a new commercial launderer to the city was repeatedly raised as an example of a business that
considered moving to Faribault, but elected to build in another community, due to a number of
difficulties encountered in the development process.
Attempts to Attract New Businesses to Faribault – Steps Taken
DSU Research Summary:
Not all respondents were able to supply an answer to this question, as not all have been directly
involved in new business cultivation. The respondents stated that a variety of recent efforts had not
been overly successful, particularly attempts to draw national sit-down restaurants. Some design
concessions were reportedly made recently to secure the new Walgreen’s and AutoZone stores.
Overall, however, interviewees believed that there is no concentrated, focused plan to attract new
commercial business to the community.
Attempts to Attract New Businesses to Faribault – Obstacles Faced
DSU Research Summary:
Respondents were quick to supply answers to this question, as obstacles to new development appear
to “abound” in Faribault. With a limited presence of big-box retailers, and no outlots near Wal-Mart
for development, retailers have no “ready-to-build” sites to truly consider. Concerns that the
resident population was too small, that parking in the downtown was too limited, and that the
highly-visible, west side of Interstate 35 was not prepared for development were repeatedly cited by
respondents. Also mentioned repeatedly was that city government was a “bottleneck” to new
development, as both the administration and council were unsupportive of recent efforts.
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Attempts to Attract New Businesses to Faribault – Cited Comments from New Business Prospects
DSU Research Summary:
This question was posed to clarify the position of new commercial businesses that had attempted to
locate in Faribault in recent years. The three overriding comments were that the City of Faribault is
“too difficult to work with,” that the City’s processes needed to be reevaluated and streamlined, and
that the resident demographics and geographic proximity to other retail centers simply did not make
Faribault an attractive place to develop.
Current Attempts to Attract New Retail Businesses, Particularly Large-format, to Faribault
DSU Research Summary:
Respondents provided a wide variety of answers to this question, as current efforts to attract new
business do not appear to be structured in any consistent manner, according to interviewees.
Perspectives differed between the public and private sector as to which group should fill specific
roles in the business expansion process. The potential expansion or relocation of Wal-Mart was at
the forefront of many responses, as it is such a visible business in the community. Other
respondents indicated that they were hoping to receive clear direction from this research report, as
the city needs a clear understanding of the market possibilities and how to organize themselves to
seize the opportunities available to the city.
Existing Barriers Preventing Attraction of New Business, Particularly Large-format Stores
DSU Research Summary:
The lack of any centralized, cohesive marketing strategy was the common response to this question.
In particular, the lack of effort to prepare and market the underutilized I-35 corridor was viewed as a
key barrier to bringing Faribault up to speed in the increasingly-competitive local market. Also,
some missing “pieces” were mentioned consistently, including the lack of leadership in the business
cultivation process, as well as the inconsistent support (or lack thereof) of city government. Some
interviewees stated that Faribault’s geographic location (too close to the Twin Cities and other
commercial centers) is a key barrier that cannot be overcome.
Existing Strengths Helpful in Attracting New Business, Particularly Large-format Stores
DSU Research Summary:
Despite the negativity expressed by respondents in many of the preceding questions, it seems
evident that Faribault certainly has existing strengths on which to build. The most visible strength is
the sizable parcels of developable land near each of the city’s three I-35 interchanges. While the
city’s location was viewed as detrimental to some, its proximity to the Metro Area make it ideal for
new business development, particularly industrial. Many other strengths were mentioned, including
a plentiful workforce, historic downtown, variety of educational offerings, and surrounding
recreational amenities.
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Key Sites that Should be Prioritized to Attract New Commercial Business
DSU Research Summary:
With so many visible, undeveloped sites near the three I-35 interchanges, respondents varied in their
rankings of which were the “key” sites to market for new development. Among those mentioned
were the multiple parcels near the Lyndale North Interchange, the vacant sites near Hy-Vee, the old
K-Mart site near the Lyndale South Interchange, and vacant land along Lyndale Avenue. The
overall I-35 corridor was repeatedly mentioned.
Additional Comments
DSU Research Summary:
Additional comments were largely focused on the need for city government to embrace business
development in Faribault, both commercial and industrial.
FOCUS GROUP SUMMARIES
Focus group meetings were the second method of gathering stakeholder opinions on Faribault’s
commercial situation. We gathered names of meeting attendees from those whom we interviewed
by phone, as well as from referrals from the City and Chamber of Commerce. DSU Research
assembled two focus groups comprised of local residents, developers, employees and business
owners. The first meeting focused on issues confronting the Downtown District, and the second
focused on issues facing the commercial areas outside of the Downtown District. The meetings
were held on consecutive evenings, August 3rd and 4th, 2004, at the offices of the Faribault Chamber
of Commerce.
The results of the initial interviews are summarized in this section, along with a list of the questions
posed to each person interviewed. Individual comments are included in the Appendix section of
this report, beginning on page 83.
FOCUS GROUP #1 (DOWNTOWN FARIBAULT):
QUESTIONS DIRECTED AT THE ATTENDEES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

How would you categorize the “health” of the downtown district?
What are the critical issues facing Faribault’s downtown district?
What major initiatives have moved forward in the past 10 years in the downtown district?
What role should the downtown district play in the local business community?
How can the downtown district best compete as a commercial node in the larger region?
How do you envision the downtown district in 10 years?
What are the first steps necessary in achieving a realistic vision for the downtown district?
What role should local entities play in accomplishing these steps?
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FOCUS GROUP #1 (DOWNTOWN FARIBAULT):
DSU RESEARCH SUMMARY OF COMMENTS MADE BY THE ATTENDEES
How would you categorize the “health” of the downtown district?
DSU Research Summary:
Overall, the group indicated that the trajectory of downtown is upwards, as recent efforts to invest
in downtown properties, realign traffic in both directions along Central Avenue, and increase
resident occupancy in second-floor spaces has helped the Downtown District recover from the loss
of many retail businesses to the Interstate and highway districts. In particular, locally-owned
businesses and properties appear healthier than do those owned by non-local entities. Despite the
upward trend in recent years, however, the common view is that Faribault’s downtown is still a very
fragile commercial area.
What are the critical issues facing Faribault’s downtown district?
DSU Research Summary:
Parking and many associated issues were paramount among the concerns of the group:
•
•
•
•

Amounts and availability;
Workers taking up spots intended for consumers;
Second-story residents and their guests taking too many spots; and
Perception from locals that there just isn’t enough parking downtown.

Also brought up were by-products of increased occupancy of second-story residential units,
including loitering and the local fears based on the perception of the downtown resident population.
A lack of any cohesive marketing strategy, lack of coordination to see that sensible uses are brought
to fill downtown spaces, and the lack of local patronage from resident consumers were also raised as
critical issues facing downtown. Excessive sign restrictions (city ordinances), inconsistent policing,
lack of support from the Chamber of Commerce, and the declining office market were also
mentioned.
What major initiatives have moved forward in the past 10 years in the downtown district?
DSU Research Summary:
While not many major initiatives were enacted in recent years according to group members, several
less-notable issues were raised by the group. The major initiatives included opening Central Avenue
to two-way traffic (highly successful), and the revolving loan funds to make improvements to
downtown properties (highly successful). However, the lack of any practical advice from the
recently conducted Business Retention and Expansion program, the removal of mailboxes from
street corners, some hassling from building officials during the renovation process, and the
perceived shift in city government to promote interchange districts were all mentioned by the group
to be detrimental to the success of the downtown.
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What role should the downtown district play in the local business community?/How can the
downtown district best compete as a commercial node in the larger region?
DSU Research Summary:
These two questions melded into one during the group discussion. Specifying downtown’s role in
the larger business community, both locally and regionally, appeared somewhat elusive, given the
wide variety of issues facing Faribault’s commercial districts. It was mentioned that the downtown
stakeholders need to begin viewing the market as “Faribault versus everybody else” rather than
“downtown versus the mall.” As a retail area, downtown serves much more of a niche market, and
the district’s nostalgia is a sales factor. It should also be viewed as the “heart of the community,”
given its history and its proximity to City Hall and the Rice County government offices.
How do you envision the downtown district in 10 years?
DSU Research Summary:
Overall, respondents’ visions of Downtown Faribault in 10 years were very modest, and focused
only on incremental changes, not “big visions,” per se. A more unified approach to business
operation was a goal of the group’s business owners, particularly with respect to times that
businesses are open. Increased traffic on the weekends was envisioned by some participants,
particularly the ethnic stores that are heavily reliant on weekend shoppers. An active Paradise
Theatre within 10 years was a common view, as well as a recognized, cohesive district that is tied to
the Cannon River, in one way or another. One key view was held that the district needs to address
the needs of families with children, to make downtown more kid-friendly.
What are the first steps necessary in achieving a realistic vision for the downtown district?
DSU Research Summary:
Key steps included the establishment and promotion of a marketing event in the downtown district,
to draw attention to the area. It was also important to the group that the city stay focused on
developing existing sites within Faribault before considering annexation. The election of a city
council and mayor with vision was viewed as key. Also paramount is the need for the city to
embrace the minority population and work to make them more welcome in the community. Before
any of these steps could be acted upon, however, the group agreed that the downtown business
owners need to establish, maintain and empower a “consortium” to unify their efforts.
What role should local entities play in accomplishing these steps?
DSU Research Summary:
While specific roles were not defined by the group, they certainly indicated a need for city
government to become more supportive, helpful, realistic and consistent in their approach to
working with the local business community. It was also important that the city and Chamber of
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Commerce act on the recommendations of this report, as the business community has grown tired
of money spent for more research, with little to no follow-through upon its completion.
FOCUS GROUP #2 (COMMUNITY-WIDE COMMERCIAL ISSUES):
QUESTIONS DIRECTED AT THE ATTENDEES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

How would you categorize the “health” of Faribault’s commercial market?
What are the critical issues facing commercial development in Faribault?
What are the opportunities available to commercial developers?
What key sites/nodes should be prioritized for commercial investment and development?
What barriers must be overcome in order to trigger new commercial development?
How would it be worthwhile to use public resources/funding to prepare key sites in order to
attract new commercial development?
7. How should public resources/funding be utilized in future efforts to cultivate new business?
8. How do you envision Faribault’s commercial areas 10-15 years from now?
9. What are the first steps to take in order to attract new commercial development?
FOCUS GROUP #2 (COMMUNITY-WIDE COMMERCIAL ISSUES):
SUMMARY OF COMMENTS MADE BY THE ATTENDEES
How would you categorize the “health” of Faribault’s commercial market?
DSU Research Summary:
While the overall trajectory has been inching up recently, the overall commercial health of the
community was viewed as disappointing and poor. In particular, the lack of restaurants and
amenities to attract national retailers were indicators, to the group, that the city is poorly-positioned
in the market. Virtually all entertainment activities take place outside of town, which frustrates
group members. While housing growth has been vibrant, the group indicated that the city has been
“too uncooperative” to attract commercial growth.
What are the critical issues facing commercial development in Faribault?
DSU Research Summary:
The critical issues raised by this group were similar to those raised in the Downtown focus group,
namely the perception that city government is an impediment to commercial development, that
resident households are too poor (on a relative basis) to support new retail stores, that the city’s
location is too close to the Metro and too close to Owatonna, and that there is not a well-defined,
cohesive approach to wooing new commercial businesses.
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What are the opportunities available to commercial developers?/What barriers must be overcome in
order to trigger new commercial development?
DSU Research Summary:
The discussion surrounding these questions ran together, raising two key arguments. In terms of
opportunities, the many possibilities presented by the I-35 corridor that skirts the western edge of
Faribault was the common theme. It was a commonly-shared view that new business attraction was
the responsibility of the private sector, given the context of a supportive, less-resistant city
government. However, while the opportunities are out there, the lack of a unified vision and
marketing strategy severely limit the possibilities to attract new commercial businesses. The current
community development staff utilization was also raised as a barrier to seizing commercial
opportunities, as much of the staff is perceived to be focused on residential development issues.
Overall, the most prominent roadblock to new commercial development was perceived, by the
group, to be the “unfriendly attitude” emanating from city offices.
What key sites/nodes should be prioritized for commercial investment and development?
DSU Research Summary:
The key opportunity sites suggested by the group were located either near one of the three interstate
interchanges, or along the Lyndale Avenue strip. The I-35/Highway 60 interchange is the most
visible of the key sites, especially due to the existing commercial concentration there. It was also
mentioned that the recently-completed comprehensive plan provided clear direction on where new
commercial development should locate.
How would it be worthwhile to use public resources/funding to prepare key sites in order to attract
new commercial development?/How should public resources/funding be utilized in future efforts
to cultivate new business?
DSU Research Summary:
Overall, the group put forth the assertion that, while public funding would be helpful in many
instances, they are cognizant of the limited resources available to the community. Some talk was
raised about the potential to develop a new interchange at the County Road 9 overpass north of
town, but the group was split on how this project would benefit the community. It would be very
costly and would attract development attention to yet another area, while existing areas remained
undeveloped.
How do you envision Faribault’s commercial areas 10-15 years from now?
DSU Research Summary:
The group talked about a spirited vision for Faribault’s commercial future. Included in the vision
were a well-advertised, fully developed Lyndale Avenue business loop, attractive gateways to the
community, a new southern interchange that opens to all directions on I-35, retention of resident
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spending in Faribault, and the inclusion of a wide variety of stores and services. It was seen as
important that the city grow towards a vision, not just simply grow.
What are the first steps to take in order to attract new commercial development?
DSU Research Summary:
According to the group, some first steps to be considered include improving the “gateways” to the
community and improved, welcoming lighting at the Highway 60 and Highway 21 interchanges.
Also, clear direction is expected from this study, as previous research has repeatedly pointed out
“what is wrong,” with limited emphasis on what actions to take. It was suggested that Faribault
needs to “walk before we run,” implying the need to focus on existing opportunities. The idea of a
new project for the community to rally around was also seen as a key step toward moving ahead
with a new commercial future. The clear overriding first step was altering the current negative
perception surrounding the commercial possibilities in the community. The creation of a
development “toolbox” was discussed as a first step in improving the negative perception. A
toolbox would be easily-accessible, helpful pieces of literature, contact names and phone numbers,
and any other applicable information that would simplify the process for potential developers.
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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS REVIEW: INTRODUCTION
This section presents a broad-level review of the processes employed by Faribault city staff for the
purpose of review and approval of new commercial developments in the city. Perception among
many of those interviewed and who participated in the focus groups is that the current development
process in Faribault is too stringent, inconsistent and generally “unsupportive” of commercial
development. We examined the current processes, comparing them to the development review and
approval processes in the competing cities of Northfield, Lakeville and Owatonna. Based on the
suggestion of a focus group attendant, we also reviewed the processes in Hutchinson, Minnesota, a
community well outside the competitive trade area, but also with a developing commercial base,
located a similar distance away from the Twin Cities as Faribault.
The section begins with an overview of each city’s development organizational structure and
staffing, goes on to compare permit fees and other key aspects of each city’s development approval
process, and ends with a summary of key findings.
CITY STAFF ORGANIZATION/UTILIZATION COMPARISON
We interviewed representatives of each of the cities (Faribault, Lakeville, Northfield, Owatonna and
Hutchinson) to ascertain the distribution of responsibilities within each city’s staff matrix. We also
compared the staff hours devoted to the review and approval of commercial development
proposals, as opposed to non-commercial (residential and administration) staff hours, in each of the
five cities. The following bullet points and graphics present key aspects of each city’s staff
utilization.
City Staff Organizational Structure
In terms of departmental structure, the cities of
Lakeville and Faribault (see graphic at right) are
relatively similar in their organizational hierarchy.
Unlike many communities, these two cities maintain
the Planning/Zoning and Community/Economic
Development Departments as separate entities.
While the departments within each city work closely
together on many projects, the directors of each
respective department both report to the City
Administrator.

Lakeville/Faribault
City
Administration
Planning &
Zoning

Community
Development

Building
Inspections

Economic
Development

In the other three communities (Hutchinson, Northfield and Owatonna), the Planning/Zoning
officials report to a Director of Community Development (or Director of Planning, Zoning and
Building in Hutchinson) who then reports directly to the City Administrator (see graphic at top of
opposite page).
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Neither structure offers distinct benefits over the other, as
each places economic development under the authority of
the Community Development Director.

Owatonna/Northfield/Hutchinson
City
Administrator

The experienced planning staff at DSU has encountered a
myriad of organizational structures throughout its history.
Community
This wealth of experience has revealed that, more
Development
important than organization, is finding the “right” people
for the key positions, and having a predictable approval
Planning &
Economic
Zoning
Development
process. According to DSU’s Senior Planning Staff12, cities
that are active and repeatedly successful with development
Housing
Building
projects have identified highly-skilled, flexible people to fill
Coordinator
Inspections
these key positions. They have also developed standards
and processes that guarantee a reasonable level of predictability for developers.
City Staff Utilization Ratios
We also reviewed how city staff time is distributed between commercial development tasks (project
review/inspections/etc.) and other development-related tasks (residential and basic administrative
tasks). We asked representatives of each of the selected cities to report on the total number of FTEs
(Full Time Equivalent positions) in their respective development departments, and then estimate the
time allotted to commercial development tasks.
The bar chart to the right compares the
selected cities. The lighter shade refers to
staffing related to non-commercial
development, while the darker shade reports
the staffing focused on the various tasks
associated with new commercial development
and ongoing commercial practices in each
community.
•

12

Lakeville, by far the largest of the
selected competitive cities, maintains
the largest staff devoted to
development issues (18 FTE).
Faribault has 14 FTE, split between
the building, planning/zoning and
community development
departments. All of the other cities
have fewer than 10 staff members
specializing in development issues.

Staff Utilization Rates
Faribault and Selected Communities
2004
Owatonna

5.4

Other FTE
Northfield

5.0

Commercial FTE

2.2

12.5

Lakeville

5.6

Hutchinson

5.5

1.5

12.2

Faribault
0.0

5.0

1.9
10.0

15.0

Full Time Equivalent (FTE)
Sources: Cities; DSU Research

John Shardlow, President, AICP; Phil Carlson, Senior Planner, AICP.
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•

Commercial staffing rates in Faribault (1.9 FTE) are relatively similar to those in both
Owatonna and Hutchinson, only slightly below Northfield, and well below Lakeville’s.

•

Faribault differs from the competing communities in that it has a significantly higher number
of staff positions (6 FTE) tasked with overseeing various housing activities. These are either
consolidated into one position or managed through other entities in the other communities.

CITY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS AND FEE COMPARISON
We met with representatives of Faribault’s city staff in
August 2004 to discuss the current processes employed by
the city for the review and approval of development
agreements. Following the meetings, we interviewed
representatives of the Cities of Lakeville, Northfield,
Owatonna and Hutchinson to better understand their
respective processes and compare them to Faribault’s. The
following section highlights key aspects of the comparison,
noting distinct differences between the various processes.
Development Process Comparison
The flowchart to the right describes the basic process that
all new developments follow in Faribault, from project
inception through to approval by the City Council. We
assembled the chart based on our interview with representatives of the City’s planning and zoning department.
A process like Faribault’s is familiar to most professionals
in the planning industry. For example, Faribault and each
of the cities mentioned in this report conduct any number
of informal, pre-application meetings prior to submitting
any applications. Our interviews with the competing cities
revealed that Faribault’s process is similar, with the
following notable exceptions:
•

Northfield is the only other city (of those
studied) that operates a weekly Development
Review Committee (DRC) meeting composed of
representatives from various city departments.
However, unlike Faribault’s policy, Northfield
invites applicants to attend the DRC meeting to
hear comments and field questions from the
various members of the committee. This gives
developers the opportunity to answer questions
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and obtain faster feedback on key issues related to their project
•

Hutchinson holds a monthly DRC meeting to review all pertinent development
applications. Hutchinson also conducts an unlimited series of what they term “one-stopshop” meetings to formalize development applications and see that they are complete and
that the applicant is prepared to submit an official application.

•

Owatonna does not have a DRC. Rather, development applications are assembled
through a series of meetings with City staff, before being submitted for official approval
by the Planning Commission and City Council.

•

Lakeville also does not have a DRC, operating in a fashion similar to Owatonna.
Developers are encouraged to meet with city staff through a series of informal meetings
to assemble their development “sketch plan.” Once the sketch plan is submitted to the
City, the planning department first reviews the plan, returning it (with comments and
suggestions) to the developer within 10 days of submittal. This process is repeated until
the Planning Department is comfortable with the project at a staff level, then it is passed
on to the Planning Commission and City Council for formal review.

Development Fee Comparison
In addition to reviewing the process flow, we also compared the financial costs associated with
various applications submitted for permits, variances or re-zoning. Table 10 shows a breakdown of
the fee structure in each of the five cities for four specific applications: conditional use permits,
variance, re-zoning, and preliminary plats.
Table 10
Development Application Fee Comparison
Faribault, Competitive Cities and Hutchinson, Minnesota
2004
Faribault

Owatonna

Northfield

Lakeville

Hutchinson

Permit Type

1

Conditional Use

Fee Value-based
$250-$1,000

$200

$300 +
$500 escrow

$300 +
$500 escrow

$175

Variance

Fee

$250

$200

$200 +
$500 escrow

$300 +
$500 escrow

$175

Rezoning

Fee

$200

$200

$500 +
$1,000 escrow

$500 +
$1,000 escrow

$175

Preliminary Plat

Fee

$210 + $10
per lot

$200 + $10
per lot

$500 +
$1,000 escrow

$1,000 escrow

$175

1

Commercial development.

Sources: City staff, DSU Research
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The table shows that fees in Faribault are quite comparable to nearby Owatonna, generally below
the rates charged in Northfield, and well below the rates charged in Lakeville. The City of
Hutchinson charges the lowest rates of the five cities we analyzed, with a flat fee of $175 charged for
all applications. It should be noted that, for the conditional use permits and applications for
variance and re-zoning, the table refers to fee rates charged for commercial development.
CITY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS REVIEW: SUMMARY
Our review of Faribault’s city development process centered on four areas of comparison with the
other competing cities in the region (Northfield, Lakeville and Owatonna) and Hutchinson, a city
identified in the focus groups as a one that operates well. The four areas were city organizational
structure (as it pertains to development), city staff utilization (staff time devoted to commercial
development issues), development process, and development fees.
Each of the five cities is structurally organized in a unique way. The key differences we noted were
that both Lakeville and Faribault’s planning/zoning activities do not fall under the purview of the
Community Development Department, unlike the other three cities. The activities go hand-in-hand,
though, so their organizational separation is not necessarily a detriment to the development process.
In terms of staff utilization, each of the studied cities, with the exception of Lakeville, has between
1.6 and 2.2 FTE employees devoted to commercial development activities. The consistent rate
implies a relatively level playing field in the competitive regional trade area when it comes to city
staff time involved in the recruitment/development of new commercial businesses. We did not
examine the effectiveness of staff, however.
Each city’s development process involves a similar series of submittal guidelines and deadlines that
must be followed to work towards development approval. The key differences we noted centered
on the inclusion of a development review committee that reviews preliminary development
proposals and offers its opinion prior to official submission. Both Faribault and Northfield hold
weekly DRC meetings, Hutchinson holds monthly DRC meetings, but neither Lakeville nor
Owatonna has a DRC. Regardless of the inclusion of a DRC, each city reiterated that the key to
making the process run smooth is the amount of work conducted prior to submittal to ensure
adherence to development submittal guidelines, which, in many instances, can be traced back to the
number and productivity of informal pre-submittal meetings with city officials.
Our comparison of development fees revealed that Faribault’s development fees are comparable to,
or lower than the fees charged in the surrounding competitive communities.
CITY DEVELOPMENT PROCESS REVIEW: CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis of Faribault’s development process showed that the City’s current model for reviewing
and approving commercial development proposals is relatively consistent with the surrounding
competitive communities. While each community’s process is unique, they are all based around a
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similar organizational structure, employ a similar amount of staff time (except metro-area Lakeville),
all follow a general series of events, from the inception of the development through to its approval
(or denial), and charge relatively consistent fees for development services.
To better understand and comment on Faribault’s development review structure and process, we
employed the expertise of DSU’s senior planning staff to review our interview notes, analyze the
comparative data assembled, gauge its appropriateness and provide comments or suggestions to
improve the process, if necessary. Their conclusions are summarized below:
•

A number of comments were received from the business community to the effect that
Faribault's development approval process was unnecessarily difficult and that City staff was
uncooperative. Comments from out-of-town representatives of national companies
wanting to do business in Faribault did not find the process unusual, although these
representatives repeated the assertion that staff was somewhat inconsistent in their response
to development plans.

•

We conclude that Faribault's process is fairly typical of other communities, and the local
business community may simply not be as familiar with state-of-the-art approval processes
as outsiders might be. We noted that Faribault's process seems both similar to other cities
and reasonable to DSU's planning staff.

•

This being the case, the Faribault business community might be open to learning about other
cities and their processes and be more accepting and understanding of Faribault's process as
more mainstream than they might believe. Even though Faribault city staff has developed
typical, reasonable standards and processes, staff might go out of their way to be extra
patient, approachable, and accommodating to local applicants, knowing that some in the
business community feel the process is difficult.

We also learned, in the course of our research, that similar frustrations had been voiced by
prominent members of the community (through the voice of the City Council) in the City of
Hutchinson. Specific complaints were that the City’s development process was too stringent and
that Staff members were difficult. The council responded by mandating that Staff survey all
permit/development applicants over the past few years to gauge their experience with the city’s
development process.
Though a somewhat cumbersome task, the formal study of the city’s process was extremely helpful.
Through an objective, process-focused survey, both the private and public sectors were able to learn
how to improve the overall process for all involved. A survey of this nature was well beyond the
scope of this study, but could be considered in the future, should the Faribault City Staff and local
business community continue to be at odds over the current process.
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RECOMMENDATIONS: INTRODUCTION
The preceding sections of this study presented and analyzed key variables that affect the potential
for Faribault to realize commercial growth. Each section ended with a summary of the key findings
from the analysis, and key conclusions, based on the data. This section presents recommendations
for the City of Faribault and the Faribault Area Chamber of Commerce to consider in improving
Faribault’s commercial position, to both better serve residents and to compete more strongly in the
region.
This section begins with general recommendations and follows with specific strategies for each of
the six commercial districts. We also provide recommendations for large-format retail development
and suggestions for City administration to improve its effectiveness on commercial development
issues.
GENERAL COMMERCIAL MARKET RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Create a unique growth plan for each of the existing commercial districts. Each of
Faribault’s commercial districts has unique character, and future development efforts should
focus on strengthening their distinct positions. For example, Downtown Faribault is the leading
office and services district in the City, and new development should complement this pattern,
and support it. Uses such as non-profit agencies, professional office and service companies, and
second-floor residential will help Downtown build from its strengths, while maintaining its
uniqueness in the market.
2. Don’t create new commercial districts. The existing districts still have a great deal of
undeveloped land or redevelopment potential. The city should work to see raw land developed,
and key sites redeveloped in existing districts, before creating new ones.
3. Discourage additional freestanding commercial development. Commercial businesses are
more sustainable and are healthier when they operate in close proximity to one another. The
city should work to eliminate further freestanding development and encourage freestanding
businesses to relocate to existing commercial districts. As businesses on freestanding sites exit
the market, the city should rezone the land to residential, industrial or other uses that fit the
surrounding pattern, thereby discouraging ongoing commercial operations on isolated,
freestanding sites.
4. Support the development of commercial uses that meet the needs of the emerging
populations in Faribault. The predominant demographic groups emerging in Faribault are
family households in the 25-34 age group and empty-nesters/retirees in the 45-64 age group.
The younger cohort demands a wide variety of value-priced retail goods (groceries, general
merchandise, entertainment) while the older cohort is becoming increasingly dependent on
personal services. Both groups would support the development of additional restaurant space in
Faribault.
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5. Ensure that the reputation of the public schools stays strong. Quality schools will attract
families, which are key to Faribault’s economic growth.
6. Focus on job growth to strengthen existing and future commercial base. New jobs are
the strongest way to build a sustainable, long-term commercial base. New jobs attract new
residents and create spin-off spending by daily workers and the businesses themselves.
Increasing the local employment base also opens opportunities for increased office-service
businesses.
7. Move quickly toward large-format retail development. Our analysis revealed that the
opportunity exists for Faribault to seize a portion of the emerging big-box market in the region.
The best chance of big-box success for Faribault will be at an interchange location, with
uses/users not currently located in the larger region. (We discuss this in more detail below.)
8. Don’t try to create more than one big-box district. There will likely be local stakeholders
who want to place big-box at the Lyndale North Interchange, for example, merely because there
are parcels large enough to support big-box users. We would rather see Faribault concentrate its
big-box effort in one district, the Highway 60 interchange area, rather than spread these key
users over several areas.
COMMERCIAL DISTRICT RECOMMENDATIONS
Lyndale North Interchange District
1. View this district as a “business gateway.” This area is evolving into an office/commercial
district and is located near Faribault’s northern industrial park. These are strengths that the city
should build on with new development.
2. Discourage large amounts of traditional retail development in the Lyndale North
Interchange District. While land exists that could accommodate large-format retail in this
area, we do not believe this interchange to be a strong big-box site. The district contains mostly
non-retail uses (office and hospitality) and turning it into a retail district would dilute the
development opportunities in other retail-heavy districts (e.g. the Highway 60 district).
3. View Geiger Properties’ “Village” as a strong development model. This mixed-use project
incorporates sensible uses such as small-space commercial, business service, small office and
multifamily residential. This type of project fits well within the existing, mixed-use pattern of
the area.
Lyndale South Interchange District
1. Discourage new small-scale commercial development in this district. There is no
development momentum in this area and new, small-scale uses will only extend the meager life
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of this isolated district. We recommend the elimination of the commercial uses on the east side
of Lyndale Avenue, by way of zoning changes over the long-term.
2. Work to connect this district to the Highway 60 District. The undeveloped western part of
this district could easily be connected to the Highway 60 interchange area to the north through a
frontage road along the eastern edge of I-35, or an extension of Western Avenue. These
connections would link the vast developable land available in this district to the more developed
retail district (which could be targeted as a big-box site) located at the next stop along the
interstate.
3. Think of this district as a large-format commercial site. The current interchange
configuration works against developing this site immediately, but its proximity to the interstate
and the Highway 60 District indicate that it holds tremendous potential as a future large-format
commercial development site.
Highway 60 District
1. Focus any new large-format retail in this district. As was indicated in earlier
recommendations, this district has the best characteristics for successful big-box retail of
Faribault’s main districts: I-35 frontage, a large base of existing retail, existing big-box anchors,
and major road connections in all directions.
2. Work with Wal-Mart to maintain its location and expand its operation. Again, as was
mentioned above, the loss of Wal-Mart from this district would have negative consequences for
the adjacent West Faribo Mall and other ancillary users. To a great extent, the mall needs WalMart to stay viable. However, with an expanded Wal-Mart and a possible new big-box user to
the south of Wal-Mart, the Mall has greatly enhanced opportunities.
3. Discourage non-commercial uses when developing in-fill sites or considering potential
redevelopment. Focusing on commercial uses in this district will strengthen its position in the
market, leaving other areas to accommodate other types of development (e.g. industrial or
housing).
4. View this District as Faribault’s commercial gateway. The city could improve the
“welcome” that visitors receive when entering the community at this interchange through
beautification efforts, improved lighting at the interchange, and other changes.
Lyndale Loop District
1. View this district as a highway commercial corridor. This district has developable land and
many possible redevelopment sites. Any changes along it should focus on creating sustainable
highway commercial, service-related uses, multifamily residential and restaurants.
2. Work with MNDOT to obtain “business loop” designation. Much of this district’s
patronage likely emanates from travelers passing along Interstate 35. A business loop
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designation will create more advertising opportunities to regional travelers and should help to
pull more drivers off I-35.
3. Continue to build-up key nodes along Lyndale Avenue. Division Street, 4th Street and 7th
Street all contain a variety of uses. Continual reshaping and redevelopment should be focused
near here to create high-patronage nodes that are auto-accessible and safe.
4th Street District
1. Maintain commercial/office uses in parcels that front 4th Street. While little remains to be
developed in this district, any future redevelopment efforts should strengthen the consistent
appearance along the corridor. Parcels that front 4th street should be maintained with
commercial uses, and not residential or industrial uses. Multifamily residential uses on infill sites
may be appropriate if the commercial market shows a lack of interest.
2. Beautification and new streetscape elements could enhance the current appearance.
While we do not believe this to be a high-priority task, beautification efforts on 4th Street could
help the transition between the historic Downtown District and the more heavily-traveled
interchange districts on the western edge of Faribault.
Downtown District
1. The city should encourage the development of guiding documents to help Downtown
Faribault evolve in the context of market realities and sound land use principles.
Downtown Faribault is a one-of-a-kind district and deserves special attention. The two most
important guiding documents for Downtown are a marketing plan and a land use master plan.
The marketing plan would assess the existing strengths and weaknesses of the Downtown
commercial base, and identify what new uses should be established to make the Downtown wellpositioned and competitive in the long-run. The marketing plan would also establish goals and
strategies for increasing patronage from residents and outsiders, reducing vacancies and creating
a long-term vision that builds from the district’s historical and cultural strengths.
The master land use plan would translate viable new, market-supported uses into a distinctive
physical plan that is appropriate for a small town, historic district. Many smaller Downtowns in
Minnesota have destroyed their historic character with inappropriately-modern changes. The
master land use plan would blend new housing and commercial uses within the existing, early1900s development pattern.
2. Complete “low-hanging fruit” projects to create positive momentum Downtown. Such
projects are easy, quick fixes to upgrade the appearance and functioning of Downtown. They
include things such as the removal of unsightly trash bins, coordinated snow and trash removal,
the painting of worn facades, replacing burned-out lights and more. The city may want to create
a low-hanging fruit committee to photo document all of the quick-fix projects that are physical
in nature. The Small Cities Development Program has been a successful step forward in recent
improvements in the Downtown District.
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3. Create a management organization to unify Downtown business owners on the issues of
marketing, lobbying and management. Downtown Faribault could be looked at as one big
shopping mall (even though many of the businesses are non-retail in nature) which needs a
central management agency. Centralized management would ensure that Downtown: a) has a
strong lobby with local government; b) is marketed as a unique destination; and c) follows a
unified plan for growth. Downtown is the most unique district in the City, with historic
buildings, small, older spaces that are challenging to upgrade, and a diverse mix of building and
property owners. Given these unique characteristics, Downtown Faribault demands a creative,
unique approach to its management and growth.
4. The City should always evaluate housing as a potential reuse in any Downtown
redevelopment project. Increasing the resident population creates the most immediate market
for downtown businesses. The current projects underway on the eastern edge of the district are
a strong indicator that Downtown Faribault is a desirable place to live, with character, charm and
a pedestrian-friendly scale.
5. Work to keep existing small, professional offices in Downtown. Businesses such as
medical offices, professional service offices, and financial offices help to maintain a vibrant,
captive market for goods and services. Office uses keep the Downtown vibrant during the day.
Residents keep the Downtown vibrant at night.
6. Continue to support the small cities initiatives that have allowed for business investment
in Downtown Faribault. These loan programs have been successful, according to local
businesses, and their continued use will help to make buildings more marketable and encourage
investment in downtown businesses over the long term.
7. Review city ordinances with respect to signage and building codes. In many small cities,
fire codes and general building codes do not apply well to historic structures, and their strict
adherence retards redevelopment progress. With respect to signage, we heard from Downtown
focus group participants that City rules are too restrictive and should be changed.
LARGE-FORMAT RETAIL MARKET RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Be prepared to work extra hard to attract big-box retailers. Faribault has missed many bigbox opportunities in the region to Owatonna and Northfield/Dundas. Currently, Faribault is
somewhat “off the radar screen.” To overcome its disadvantage, the City will need to work
harder than other cities to attract the interest of big-box developers.
2. The City should establish an outreach program to solicit interest from big-box
developers. The City needs a well-constructed, strategic plan to actively solicit interest from
potential developers. As a latecomer in the big-box game, Faribault cannot be content to sit
back and wait for offers to “walk in the door.”
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3. The City should be prepared to offer financial incentives to attract big-box business.
Whether through subsidization of land prices, development incentives, TIF, or other
mechanisms, Faribault may have difficulty attracting new big-box users to the community
without a substantial financial commitment, and civic leaders should be prepared to work very
creatively to cement development deals.
4. The City should work with Wal-Mart to expand its operation into a Supercenter. Losing
Wal-Mart, the City’s only big-box user, from the community would create a significant loss in tax
revenues and would drive more consumer spending out of the City. However, allowing WalMart to relocate to a new site in the City, without another big-box user to re-occupy its current
building, would be detrimental to the neighboring West Faribo Mall, which benefits greatly from
Wal-Mart traffic. In moving ahead with expansion plans, we offer the following
recommendations:
•

We believe that the City should first work with Wal-Mart to allow it to expand in its
current location. This most likely involves removing the homes directly to the south
of Wal-Mart, an act which has significant financial and social costs, but one which
may be the best solution from a commercial development perspective. The removal of
homes in this area would not only enable Wal-Mart’s expansion, it would also openup for development the vast amount of developable land along the eastern edge of
Interstate 35, to the south. This would enable the City to create a highly-visible,
unified commercial district that could be anchored by at least two big-box uses.

•

If Wal-Mart does not deem it feasible to expand on its current site, there are other
locations in Faribault, or on its developing southwestern edge, that could
accommodate a Wal-Mart Supercenter. These sites should also be planned to offer
parcels for subsequent commercial development opportunities, in particular
additional large-format stores and ancillary commercial/retail businesses
(freestanding pad sites, strip malls, etc.).

5. The City should target big-box users that do not currently operate in the competitive
area. Our analysis identified several big-box users that do not currently operate in the
competitive area, including Home Depot, Sam’s Club, Costco, Best Buy and others. While not
all of these would necessarily choose Faribault, we believe that there is at least one retailer that
would see the City as a good opportunity for entering the regional market. We believe that
positive outreach by the City would be the best first step in attracting new big-box retail.
6. The City should understand that big-box development has a “multiplier” effect on the
surrounding area. Big-box development drives high traffic levels that attract other, smaller
businesses. In many instances, these can be national or well-recognized regional chain
restaurants, which our research showed to be in high demand in Faribault. In many cases, new
big-box users attract at least as much ancillary (smaller-scale) square footage as they contain
themselves.
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CITY COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT PROCESS/ORGANIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Consider adding staff to improve the city’s current economic development efforts.
Additional staff could enable quicker, stronger response to development inquiries, and
increases the City’s capacity to explore new opportunities. Also, new economic
development staff sends a message to the community that the City is serious about
improving its development efforts.
2. The EDA should be as proactive as possible in seeking new opportunities. It is vital
that the EDA be out in the marketplace, actively cultivating new business. Following a
strategic development plan will help EDA staff target their efforts in the best ways possible.
3. The City should formalize working relationships with the Chamber of Commerce
and other organizations that pursue economic development. Formalized relationships
would help to bring the efforts of multiple organizations together to create a unified vision
and plan for new business cultivation. For example, the City and Chamber could share the
cost of funding a “champion” of commercial development for Faribault (see number 4
below). Joint efforts would enable distribution of responsibilities, and would be a positive
first step toward bringing the public and private sectors together for the betterment of the
community.
4. The City and Chamber of Commerce should establish a “champion” of commercial
development. From our research, there appears to be no particular person that people
positively identify with progress on the commercial development front. We believe that the
City could help effect change by having an energetic, proactive, expert personality to woo
new commercial business to the City, and to let local stakeholders know what the City is
doing well. This could be a shared position between the City and Chamber of Commerce,
but would be decidedly “sale-oriented” in nature, not bureaucratic.
5. The City/Chamber should start measuring the commercial health of Faribault on a
regular basis. Quantitative measurements, on an annual or semi-annual basis, would enable
the City and Chamber to report progress in their efforts to grow the local commercial base.
To achieve commercial development goals, it is important to establish benchmark
measurements and to set performance goals. To start, we suggest annual measurements be
taken in:
a. Total occupied square footage by use segment (office, retail, service, entertainment,
government, etc.);
b. Hotel/motel occupancy;
c. Pedestrian and car traffic at key commercial intersections and nodes;
d. Requests for commercial information at both the City and the Chamber;
e. Requests for information at the Chamber by visitors and tourists;
f. Rental rates for multi-tenant space (both retail and office);
g. The amount of commercial space vacancies and the length of time spaces go
unfilled;
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h. Customer satisfaction;
i. Sales increases;
j. Etc.
6. The City should measure its recent
performance in responding to
commercial development inquiries
or projects. For this
recommendation, we turn to the City
of Hutchinson example. Hutchinson
officials gained a great deal of
credibility by distributing a survey to
all permit seekers over a period of
several years, then reporting the
results. Faribault City officials may
want to pursue a similar project to let
the local community know that it
cares about continuous improvement,
and is working to be as responsive as
possible.
7. The City needs to communicate its
efforts regularly and positively to
the community. Regular
communication lets the local business
community and residents know that
economic development plans are
moving forward, and helps to
maintain stakeholder interest in
processes that take considerable time
to complete. A regular newsletter,
distributed to all residents, could be
one vehicle to accomplish positive,
regular communication.
We understand that the following groups
have completed or are completing work
related to commercial development in
Faribault: 1) Downtown Faribault
Committee; 2) Beautification Committee; 3)
Image Group; 4) GROW Faribault; 5) Tool
Box Task Force; and 6) Restaurant Task
Force. Given that it was beyond the scope of
this study to analyze the efforts of each of
these groups, we recommend that the City
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Owatonna: Successful Public-Private
Partnership
Regarding the creation of a formalized relationship
between the City and Chamber of Commerce, we
suggest that Faribault’s leaders work to understand the
agreements between the public and private entities in
nearby Owatonna. To quote the City’s website:
“Owatonna has had an Economic Development
Authority since 1992, and the EDA oversees a
wide range of development initiatives from the sale
of industrial property, financial packaging and
marketing, revolving loan funds, and Tax
Increment Financing. In 1998, the City of
Owatonna, in conjunction with the Owatonna
Area Chamber of Commerce and the Owatonna
Business Incubator, created an economic
development partnership that builds on the
strengths of all three organizations to meet the
development needs of retail, business, and
industry.”
The partnership described above has worked to the
benefit of all three entities. When interested parties
inquire to any one of the three entities, depending on
the nature of the business, their requests are
forwarded along to the group that is most qualified to
respond to the request. For example, businesses
looking for commercial space are directed to the
Chamber of Commerce; or, funding requests are most
likely to be directed to the Owatonna Business
Incubator. The EDA’s financial commitment to the
two private entities has given the EDA more “front
door services” and expanded its marketing
capabilities. One of the less-visible aspects of the
arrangement (that may translate well to improving the
public-private relationship in Faribault) is the
requirement that a member of each group attends
weekly EDA meetings, ensuring that the private
sector is not “left-out” of the public process.
As a general rule, the arrangement between the three
parties has proven extremely effective, given the
rather tremendous surge in commercial development
in Owatonna over the past seven years. By opening
the doors of communication between the three
groups, building on the strengths of the individuals in
key positions, the City and the local business
community have created a team approach to
commercial business cultivation and development.
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and Chamber of Commerce work to consolidate the various recommendations created by each
group. Clearly, ample research has been completed on the topic of commercial development in
Faribault, and it is time for local leaders to act on the information.
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Table A-1
Average Annual Expenditures and Characteristics1
Selected Emerging Markets - by Age of Head of Household
Faribault Trade Area
2004
Average Household:

Trade Area
Dollars
Pct.

25-34
Dollars
Pct.

45-54
Dollars
Pct.

55-64
Dollars
Pct.

Income2 before taxes

$58,272

100.0%

$57,922

100.0%

$76,596

100.0%

$62,672

Local retail spending

$16,071

27.6%

$14,770

25.5%

$18,802

24.5%

$17,969

28.7%

$3,057
$2,161
$392
$1,986
$916
$1,982
$2,355
$464
$159
$261
$661
$838

5.25%
3.71%
0.67%
3.41%
1.57%
3.40%
4.04%
0.80%
0.27%
0.45%
1.13%
1.44%

$3,229
$2,312
$403
$1,684
$1,069
$925
$2,195
$447
$110
$179
$657
$776

5.58%
3.99%
0.70%
2.91%
1.85%
1.60%
3.79%
0.77%
0.19%
0.31%
1.13%
1.34%

$3,662
$2,619
$476
$2,313
$1,071
$2,056
$2,755
$539
$171
$255
$869
$1,088

4.78%
3.42%
0.62%
3.02%
1.40%
2.68%
3.60%
0.70%
0.22%
0.33%
1.13%
1.42%

$3,223
$2,372
$430
$2,461
$942
$2,640
$2,474
$513
$181
$213
$711
$1,016

5.14%
3.78%
0.69%
3.93%
1.50%
4.21%
3.95%
0.82%
0.29%
0.34%
1.13%
1.62%

3

Food at home
Food away from home
Alcoholic beverages
Housing
Apparel and services
Health care
Entertainment
Personal care products and services
Reading
Tobacco products and smoking supplies
Gifts
Miscellaneous

Spending patterns based on nationwide rates, per BLS 2002 survey.
Household Income estimate, per U.S. Census and DSU Research.
3
Extrapolated from total retail spending by DSU Research.
1
2

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; U.S. Census; DSU Research
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City of Faribault/Faribault Chamber of Commerce - Commercial Market Study
November 8, 2004
ULI: Specific Users by Broader Retail and Service Categories
General Merchandise
Department Store
Junior Department Store
Variety Store
Discount Department Store
Showroom/catalog store
Warehouse club
Dollar Store/ novelties
Food Service
Restaurant (without liquor)
Restaurant (with liquor)
Cafeteria
Cocktail lounge
Doughnut/ muffin shop
Ice cream parlor
Yogurt shop
Pretzel shop
Cookie shop
Sandwich shop
Hot dogs/ corn dogs
Hamburger
Barbecue
Seafood/fish and chips
Potatoes/French fries
Pizza
Chicken/turkey
Salads/fruit
Coffee/tea
Drinks/juice/lemonade
Bagels
Chinese fast food
Japanese fast food
Other Asian fast food
Mexican fast food
Other Latin American fast food
Greek fast food
Shoes
Family shoes
Women's shoes
Men's and Boy's shoes
Children's shoes
Athletic footwear

Food
Meat, poultry, and fish
Specialty foods
Delicatessen
Bakery
Candy and nuts
Dairy products
Health foods/ supplements
Supermarket- full line
Warehouse
Convenience Market
Gourmet grocery
Italian fast food
Other European fast food
Middle Eastern fast food
Popcorn
Steak/roast beef
Caribbean fast food
Other fast food/ carry out
Home Furnishings
Furniture
Lamps
Floor coverings
Curtains and drapes
China and glassware
Bath shop/linens
Home accessories
Cutlery store
Kitchen store
Container store
Closet store
Building Materials/ Hardware
Paint and wallpaper
Hardware
Home improvements
Specialty hardware
Automotive
Automotive (TB&A)
Service station
Automobile showroom
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Home Appliances/ Music
Appliances
Audio/video
Sewing machine
Records and tapes
Musical instruments
Gourmet cookware
Computer/software
Electronics- general
Clothing and accessories
Women's specialty
Women's ready-to-wear
Bridal shop
Maternity
Hosiery
Hat shop/ millinery
Children's wear
Men's wear
Family wear
Fur store
Jeans shop
Leather shop
Uniform shop
Special apparel/unisex
Costume jewelry
Jewelry
Jewelry
Liquor
Liquor/wine
Drugs
Drugstore/pharmacy
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City of Faribault/Faribault Chamber of Commerce - Commercial Market Study
November 8, 2004
ULI: Specific Users by Broader Retail and Service Categories
(continued)
Gifts/ Specialty
Imports
Luggage and leather
Cards and gifts
Candle shop
Books
Decorative accessories
Stationery
Newspapers/magazines
Movie studio store
Christmas store
Party store
Aromatherapy store
Calendar store
Personal Services
Women's hair salon
Men's barber
Shoe repair
Dry cleaner
Laundry
Photographer
Formal wear/ rental
Interior decorator
Travel agent
Key shop
Unisex hair
Film processing
Photocopy/fast print
Rental shop
Videotape rentals
Tailor
Weight loss center
Mailing/packaging
Nail salon
Tanning salon
Picture framing
Tattoo parlor
Day spa

Entertainment/Community
Post office
Music studio and dance
Bowling alley
Daycare and nursery
Lottery
Heath club
Martial arts
Armed forces recruiting
Learning center/college
House of worship
Cinema-general
Cinema-special format
Video arcade
Children's play gym
Gaming/wagering parlor
Performance club
Other entertainment attraction
Financial
Bank
Savings and loan
Finance company
Brokerage
Insurance
Real estate
Automatic teller machine
Offices (Other than Financial)
Optometrist
Medical and dental
Legal
Accounting
Employment agency
Government
Veterinary
Other office
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Other Retail
Fabric shop
Tobacco
Pet shop
Flowers/plant store
Telephone store/telecom store
Office supplies
Clocks/watches
Sunglasses
Other retail
Massage
Other services
Hobby/Special Interest
Sporting goods-general
Hobby
Art gallery
Cameras
Toys
Bike shop
Arts and Crafts
Coin shop
Outfitters
Game store
Science/nature store
Religious articles
Collectibles
Health and wellness equipment

